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Comfort for Cancer Patients
In the Form of a Pillow
HALDEMAN NISSAN
951 US Highway 33
Hamilton Square, NJ 08690

800-399-8547
Over 300
USED Cars!

Over 150
NEW Cars!

NISSANDEPOT.com

www.
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By: Pam Teel

hirteen-year-old Keely Allen from Millstone Township had to pick a project to do for her Silver Award
for Girl Scouts. She chose a topic that hit close to
home one too many times already in her short lifetime, people
she loved getting cancer. Using money she earned from selling
girls scout cookies and candy, Keely bought the materials needML\WUISMÅN\a`WZIVOMXQTTW_[[W[PMKW]TLXI[[W]\
to the patients at Centra State Hospital who were undergoing
chemotherapy and other cancer related treatments.
Keely got the idea from her mom, who years ago made a
pillow for her father-in-law to lay on when he was sick and dying of colon cancer. This past December, Keely lost her grandmother on her mother’s side to ovarian cancer. Her other
grandmother was diagnosed with skin cancer and also recently
passed away. Two aunts, one from each side of the family, were
diagnosed with breast cancer and are still undergoing cancer
treatments, and her cousin, who was twelve at the time, had
two brain tumors removed within a two year span. Keely made
a pillow for each family member so they could take it with
them when they went into the hospital for their treatments.
It made her feel good to know that she could give them some
kind of comfort, even in a small way. Her relatives were very
grateful that she made them the pillows
Continued on page 28

Keeley and younger sister Kyleigh with
pillows they made for cancer patients
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Inground Pool Sale
Going On Now

Specializing In All Types Of Inground Swimming Pools
Gunite – Fiberglass – Cement Wall Vinyl Liner

Spectacular Inground Pools and Backyard
Patio Furniture, Designed Around Family Fun.
Seasonal World is a nationally honored swimming pool builder that specializes in complete backyards.
From the pool to decking, to landscaping, lighting, fencing and everything in between, Seasonal World
offers the ease of working with one company to complete your backyard escape.

6Q.GCTP/QTG#DQWV+PITQWPF2QQNU%CNN
www.seasonalworld.com

.QECVGFPGZVVQ5KZ(NCIU)TGCV#FXGPVWTGr/QPOQWVJ4QCF%NCTMUDWTI0,
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please contact Seasonal World for complete offer details and limitations. Offer subject to change without notice. All printed offers herein expire February
28, 2014. 35 Day Swim Ready Guarantee applies to vinyl liner pool installations only. 35 Day Swim Ready Guarantee is subject to agreement terms and conditions. Please contact a
Seasonal World Representative for complete guarantee details.
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Law Offices of
Richard  Allan  Wiener
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Exceptional Painting Services
Residential & Commercial
Interior & Exterior
Pressure & Powerwashing
Dry Wall Installation & Repair
Wallpaper Removal
Deck Staining & Sealing
Custom Painting and Carpentry
&REE %STIMATES s &ULL )NSURED s ,OCAL 2EFERENCES
Serving Mercer & Monmouth Counties

Frank Korzenko, Owner
Fkkorzenko@gmail.com
Contractor License #13VH07078400
52 Yellow MeeTINGHOUSE 2OAD -ILLSTONE 4WP .* 

www.kel-kor.net
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Make Your Move.
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Prudential Real Estate received the highest numerical score among full service real estate firms for first-time and
repeat home buyers and first-time home sellers in the proprietary J.D. Power 2013 Home Buyer/Seller Study.SM
Study based on 4,371 total evaluations measuring 5 firms and measures opinions of individuals who bought and
sold a home in the past 12 months. Proprietary study results are based on experiences and perceptions of
consumers surveyed April-June 2013. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com
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Elder  Care  Advice

Who Will Handle Your Parents’ Affairs
if They Cannot?
By: Barry M. Weiner Attorney at Law

I

f you think you can just take over that job,
sadly you are mistaken. So how can you
XZW\MK\ TW^ML WVM[ _PW ÅVL \PMU[MT^M[
unable to manage their affairs due to aging,
sickness or accident? If a person is married,
no one but a spouse has authority to act on
another person’s behalf and there are limits
to what a spouse can do as well.
When a client’s father had a stroke, she
found that she could not legally access his
checking account, admit him to a nursing
home or sell his home, among other things.
Merely signing his name on checks or other
documents is considered forgery and is illegal.
Such actions could create many problems between family members as well.
Since her dad was already incapacitated,
my client had to initiate a legal proceeding to
JMKWUM PQ[ KW]Z\ IXXWQV\ML O]IZLQIV -^MV
though it was simple and uncontested, the
proceeding was costly, time consuming and
stressful. This simple proceeding took several

months and cost thousands of dollars during
which time she could not act on her father’s
behalf and his home and stock portfolio, which
she could not access, lost considerable value.
This terrible situation can be easily avoided with common sense planning and foresight. The solution is to have your loved one
M`MK]\MILWK]UMV\SVW_VI[IL]ZIJTMXW_er of attorney before they become incapacitated. Once a person becomes incapacitated
Q\Q[\WWTI\MNWZ\PMU\WM`MK]\M\PQ[M`\ZMUMTa
valuable and important document. A durable
power of attorney appoints an agent who is
authorized to pay bills, cash checks, sell property, invest money and perform many other
acts on behalf of the person that has chosen
that has signed the document. You don’t need
court approval to have one and it is not necessary to transfer title to assets, although, with
this document you can legally do so, should
it be needed.
There are different types of powers of

attorney. A durable power of attorney is efNMK\Q^M QUUMLQI\MTa ]XWV XZWXMZ M`MK]\QWV
and remains in force until the death of the
person who signed it. This is recommended
for individuals who feel they need help in
managing their affairs due to aging or illness.
A durable power of attorney is a powerful
document that can prevent many potential
KWUXTQKI\QWV[IVLM`XMV[M[JaI[[]ZQVO\PI\
someone trusted by the person needing help
Q[PIVLTQVO\PMQZÅVIVKM[IVLXMZ[WVITINNIQZ[
QVI_Ia\PMaZMY]QZMIVLXZMNMZ
It is an easy and cost effective way to avoid
a costly and time consuming court proceedings to be appointed guardian or conservator
by the court. However, it must be done while
a person is of sound mind. So please consider
PI^QVOaW]ZTW^MLWVMM`MK]\M\PQ[LWK]UMV\
before you think they may need it. Doing so
will certainly make things less stressful when
it is needed and will help preserve the assets
of the person needing it for you and yours. Q

THE LAW OFFICE OF
BARRY M. WEINER
DOING GOOD THINGS
FOR GOOD PEOPLE

For Over 35 Years, We Have Helped
Thousands of People Like You, Buy, Sell,
Preserve and Protect Their Homes,
Businesses & Families.
ESTATE PLANNING
?QTT[<Z][\[-[\I\M8ZM[MZ^I\QWV
REAL ESTATE
Residential & Commercial
BUSINESS
8]ZKPI[M;ITM:MY]QZML)OZMMUMV\[
Telephone: 732-294-0880
Fax: 732-294-8806
?M[\5IQV;\.ZMMPWTL62
Visit us at estatecare.net
Free Consultation and Evening & Weekend
Appointments are Available
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Small Businesses
Making Big Contributions
Local Vet Believes in
Giving Back to the Community
By: Pam Teel

D

WK\WZ.IZZ,>5Q[I_MTTSVW_V>M\MZQVIZQIVQV\PM-VOTQ[P\W_VIZMI;PM[\IZ\MLPMZ
XZIK\QKMI\?I\MZ;\ZMM\QV!!IVL[MZ^MLPMZKWUU]VQ\aNWZVQVM\MMVaMIZ[JMNWZM
[MTTQVO\PMXZIK\QKMQV!U]KP\W\PMLQ[UIaWN PMZTWaITXI\ZWV[_PWUQ[[ML\PMY]ITQ\aKIZM\PI\\PMQZIVQUIT[ZMKMQ^MLIVL\PMM`XMZ\Q[MWN \PMQZ\Z][\MLLWK\WZ0MZLMLQKI\QWV\WMIKP
IVLM^MZaIVQUIT\PI\_I[JZW]OP\QV\WPMZKTQVQKIVLPMZTW^MNWZ\PMUITT_I[Y]Q\MM^QLMV\I[XM\
W_VMZ[M`XZM[[ML\PMQZZMUWZ[MIJW]\PMZTMI^QVOWVPMZNIKMJWWSXIOM
Imagine the joy on their faces when Doctor Farr decided to come back to the area and reopen
PMZKTQVQKNW]ZaMIZ[TI\MZ;PM[\QTTW_VML\PMPW][M\PI\\PMKTQVQK_I[QVIVL\PMPW][MVM`\LWWZ
on Water Street, so when her tenant’s lease was up, she took the opportunity to come back to Monmouth County, where she was raised. Dr. Farr has always been compassionate about caring for
\PMIVQUIT[IVLPI[IT_Ia[X]\\PMXM\¼[VMML[ÅZ[\IPMILWN \PMKW[\[5IVaWN ][_PWW_VXM\[
SVW_PW_M`XMV[Q^M\ZMI\UMV\[KW]TLJMIVL]VNWZ\]VI\MTa\PMZMIZMW^MZXM\[X]\\W[TMMX
aMIZTaJMKI][MXMWXTMR][\LWV¼\PI^M\PMUWVMa\WXIaNWZ[]KPM`XMV[Q^M[]ZOMZQM[WZLWV¼\PI^M
the money for their daily upkeep.
When she herself was diagnosed with a heart condition, the Doctor realized just how fragile life
Continued on page 40
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Strong is what happens
when you run out of weak
By: Daniel Regan

W

aking up for a few
sober minutes, face
wet, imbedded on a
LQZ\ZQLLMV ÆWWZ QV
this abandoned motel
in the middle of Palm
Springs…I was crying in my sleep. I needed to
run from myself, instead I reached for another
needle….internal combustible self-hatred. If I
remained sober for too many minutes I would
have to realize where I was and what I had become?
I come from a beautiful family, very supportive, loving, & happy. My parents have been marZQMLaMIZ[#1PI^M\PZMMW\PMZ[QJTQVO[WTLMZ
brother, and two younger sisters. I lived a great
childhood. My parents were always there, vested
in my life. My dad was a soccer coach, mom was
involved in girl scouts, horse riding, supported
my motor-cross dreams. I lived on a beautiful
NIZUQV0W_MTT62
I was always told by my parents not to do
LZ]O[# 1 _I[ \WTL LZ]O[ IZM JIL NWZ aW]# 1 _I[
told I could die if I did drugs.
?PMV1_I[QV\POZILM1_I[WNNMZMLUIZQR]IVIJaUaWTLMZJZW\PMZ6W\I[\ZIVOMZVW\I
hoodlum, not a scary drug dealer. I was so frightMVML# PM KWV^QVKML UM \PI\ VW\PQVO JIL _I[
going to happen. I was standing watching him & his friends
laughing and seemingly having a good time. I trusted him, so
I tried it. I loved it! This was a pinnacle moment for me in my
thought process. I decided at this moment, that my parents
had been lying to me…drugs were fun. I wanted to be just like
my older brother. He was cool and had lots of friends.
1KWV\QV]ML[UWSQVOUIZQR]IVI°ÅZ[\WVKMI_MMS\PMV
on weekends, then every day. I was convinced that I was
very cool and my friends at school seem very interested in
everything I was doing and saying. I was popular in my newly
found world.
;WXPWUWZMaMIZWN 0;1_I[\ZaQVO\WÅO]ZMW]\PW_\W
be accepted by the Seniors and get invited to the Senior Parties. My friend had gotten injured in a motorcycle accident
and had been prescribed Percocet. I had heard of Percocet
and I knew that this was a drug that the Seniors were doing.
5aNZQMVLLQLV¼\TQSM\PM8MZKWKM\#Q\QZZQ\I\MLPQ[[\WUIKP;W
we came up with this great idea to sell it to the Seniors. This
way they would like us & we would get invited to the great
XIZ\QM[1PIL\M`\MLUaNZQMVLWVMUWZVQVOWV\PM_IaW]\\W
get my bus & my mother found my phone & of course went
\PZW]OPUa\M`\UM[[IOM[;PMLQ[KW^MZML\PM\M`\ZMTI\ML\W
[MTTQVO8MZKWKM\[TW[\PMZUQVL ?Pa_W]TLUa[WVJM\M`ting about Percocet? What is going on? She immediately felt

had a face for my friends & a different face for my
family. Most importantly I was only fooling myself. I thought I was able to do drugs and still be
successful in life. This was my right of passage, a
XIZ\WN OZW_QVO]X#M^MZaWVMOM\[\WLW\PQ[[\]NN
I had a pure sense of invincibility, “It won’t happen to me,” I got this under control.
I graduated HS and was offered a scholarship
to attend Farleigh Dickinson University. My parents were proud and went on visits to the school,
helped me move into my dorm. They dreamed
of me becoming educated and soaking in the colTMOM M`XMZQMVKM _Q\P OZMI\ PWXM[ NWZ \PM N]\]ZM
My attitude was already twisted and I looked at
KWTTMOMI[IP]OMXIZ\a5aÅZ[\aMIZI\.,=1_I[
QV\ZWL]KML\W7`a+WV\QV1JMOIV[VWZ\QVOW`QM[
_Q\PQV \PZMM UWV\P[ 1 _I[ [VWZ\QVO  XQTT[ XMZ
LIa_Q\PI XMZLIaPIJQ\5aLIaKWV[Q[\ML
of sitting in a dark dorm room, watching TV with
my drugs. I had to start selling and dealing drugs
in order to pay for my daily habit.
 1 KIUM PWUM NZWU [KPWWT NWZ -I[\MZ *ZMIS
and was asked to drive my little sister to the mall,
which I willingly did, so that I didn’t have to spend
too much time at home. My mom was cooking a
JQOUMITNWZ\PMNIUQTaIVL_I[M`XMK\QVOUM\W
drop her off and come directly home. I pulled out
of the mall parking lot and was pulled over by
it was the school, it was the kids at school, it was my friends.
I XWTQKM WNÅKMZ <PMa X]TTML UM NZWU Ua KIZ [MIZKPML Ua
She ripped me out of Howell High School & sent me to Monvehicle, which was still full of my entire dorm room. They
signor Donovan HS “where they don’t do drugs”(irony)? My
NW]VL7`a+WV\QVKW]XTM\PW][IVLLWTTIZ[IVLITQ[\WN 
attitude became severely muted, combustible, I would do what
everyone that owed me money. I was cuffed and arrested. I
I needed to shut them up, but they are clueless and I want to
was immediately worried about how I could get out of this so
live my life. I continued to be a great student, smiling, I joined
I could get back to my drugs. I knew I had to cooperate with
the swim team, smiling, my choices were my choices, smirkthe police, so I gave them lists of doctors that were providing, it’s my life deal with it, laughing. The media helped my
QVO][_Q\PW`aIVLW\PMZLMITMZ[_Q\P_PWU1_I[_WZSQVO
attitude…becoming a gangster/rapper looked cool. TuPauk,
They released me and I went home, although late for dinner,
-UQVMU\PMa_MZMZQKPIVLIT_Ia[PI^QVOIOZMI\\QUM5a
1 _ITSML QV \W \PM PW][M IVL M`XTIQVML 1 _I[ \ITSQVO \W IV
life should be a MTV video, so I thought.
WTLNZQMVL°[WZZa6W_1PILIP]OMXZWJTMU1PILIXQTT
My brother then came home from college. He had been
ILIaPIJQ\#1\]ZVMLQVITTUaLZ]OLMITMZ[[W1KW]TLV¼\OW
partying hard while away. I stumbled upon him with his
visit them. How do I survive this? Bones were starting to ache,
friends and they were doing lines of cocaine. I was only smoksweats were arriving, skin crawling. I knew I needed to steal in
QVO _MML I\ \PQ[ \QUM  [IQL ¹6W 1 LWV¼\ LW \PW[M SQVL WN 
order to keep myself well. How ironic is that statement? My
drugs!” He convinced me to give it a whirl. So I did…again,
mind so twisted and irrational? I needed to stop doing drugs
I loved it!
to be well…
My perception of drugs changed even more…All drugs
My parents began catching on to my evasive behaviors. I
_MZM WXMV OIUM 1 _IV\ML \W M`XMZQUMV\ _Q\P LQNNMZMV\ ITwas thin, not participating in family activities like I used to,
tered states, different combinations. I was not yet an addict
IT_Ia[IJ[MV\<PMaPILVW_JMMVVW\QÅMLWN UaIKILMUQK
J]\KTMIZTaI¹LZ]OIJ][MZº°aMIZ[WTL
probation at school.
Throughout HS I was able to maintain good grades, I parI began stealing… I stole whatever I could from my family
ticipated in TSA, swim Team, rode motor cross, I was fooling
& friends. I scrapped metal that was on the farm. I took garM^MZaJWLa 1 JMKIUM IV M`XMZ\ I\ UIQV\IQVQVO \_W NIKM[ 1
Continued on page 38
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Beautiful new scarves
and handbags for spring!
Blue Waters now
carries +DQN\
3DQN\! A great
gift idea for
Valentine’s Day!

Gorgeous new Brighton jewelry
and accessories that she’ll love.

New spring Vera patterns and styles!

New PurseN travel
accessories! Gorgeous
Romantic Rose pattern!

Adorable accessories from Mud
Pie and Celebration Boutique to
dress up your little Valentine!

/RFDWLRQ: 221 Millstone Rd., Millstone Twp NJ 08535 - 3KRQH: (732) 851-6813 - +RXUV: Mon-Friday 10:30 AM-7 PM Saturday 10:30 AM-4
PM
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“JACK”
The Ferret that went
to College
By: Pam Teel

W

hen Matt Rodgers went away to college three years ago, he didn’t realize how
much he would miss his home. He thought that he would be happy that he wasn’t
butting heads with his mom anymore about his coming in at all times of the
night. He was happy that he didn’t have to yell anymore because his little sister would sneak
QV\WPQ[ZWWU_PMVPM_I[I\_WZSIVLXTIaPQ[`JW`5W[\WN ITTPMLQLV¼\PI^M\WSMMX
brushing the white hairs off his clothes from his ever shedding cat Ginger, whom for some
reason or other liked his room the best. His mom always said it was because he had more
KTW\PM[WVPQ[ÆWWZ\PIVQVPQ[LZM[[MZLZI_MZ[/QVOMZTW^ML\WK]ZT]XWVI[WN\[_MI\MZWZ
on one of his stinky sweatshirts that never made it to the hamper when Matt wasn’t around.
5I\\ZMTQ[PML\PMÅZ[\NW]ZUWV\P[WN JMQVOI_IaNZWUPWUM*MQVONW]ZPW]Z[I_IaPM
LQLV¼\[MMU]KPWN PQ[NIUQTaM`KMX\WVPWTQLIa[WZIVWKKI[QWVITTWVO
weekend visit from his parents. He spent his time studying and slowly
meeting the neighbors in his dorm. Many of the kids in the dorm lived
close by and Matt found himself alone a lot on the weekends always
looking for something to do.
As time went by, he started to miss his family more and more, but
most of all, he missed Ginger, who had just turned ten last Christmas.
5I\\ÅTTML]XI+PZQ[\UI[[\WKSQVONWZPMZ_Q\PITTWN PMZNI^WZQ\M\PQVO[
for her birthday. Matt didn’t realize just how much Ginger meant to
him until she wasn’t there. It was Matt’s lap that Ginger would climb
up on at the dinner table. It was Matt’s whistle that would get her back
QV\W\PMPW][M_PMV[PMY]QKSTa[VMISMLW]\\PMJIKSLWWZ1\_I[5I\\
\PI\[PMK]LLTMLVM`\\WWVIKWTLVQOP\\ISQVOKWUNWZ\QVPQ[JWLa
heat. She was like a magnet. Matt would move her to turn over and she
would climb right back on top of him. He would eventually just give
up and let her be.
One day while at school, Matt and a friend, he met in the dorm
VIUML5QSM_MV\LW_V\W_V\W_I[\M[WUM\QUM<PMa_ITSML\PM[\ZMM\[WN \PMY]IQV\TQ\\TM
college town and Matt noticed a pet store. In the window was an animal that he wasn’t at all
familiar with. Mike told him it was a ferret and that he had two of them when he was younger.
5I\\IVLPQ[NZQMVL_MV\QV\W\PMXM\[\WZM<PMZM_MZM[Q`NMZZM\[ITTZM[\QVOWVMIKPW\PMZIVL
one tiny one in the corner. Matt instantly picked up the tiniest ferret and held him.
Mike told Matt how his ferrets used to chase each other all around the house and play
with little toys much like a cat, the more dominant ferret grabbing the neck of the other and
pulling him to prove who was boss. The pet store was nearly empty and the owner spent some
\QUM\ITSQVO\W\PM\_WJWa[IJW]\NMZZM\[5I\\PIL[WUIVaY]M[\QWV[0MTMIZVMLITW\IJW]\
ferrets from the storeowner and from his friend and being an impulsive person, he decided to
buy one. He wanted the tiny one, the one that was sleeping on his shoulder. The runt of the
litter, the owner told him. He even gave him a discount for taking the runt.

They weren’t allowed to have pets of any kind in the dorm rooms but who would know,
5I\\\PW]OP\0MKW]TLIT_Ia[[VMIS\PMNMZZM\QV\WI[PWMJW`_PMVPM_MV\PWUM1\_I[[\QTT
_QV\MZ[W5I\\IVLPQ[NZQMVLPILVWXZWJTMU[VMISQVO2IKSQV2IKSQ[_PI\PMVIUMLPQU
0MPQLPQUQVPQ[KWI\<PMaPIL\WLQ[I[[MUJTM\PM[UITTKIOM\PI\PMJW]OP\\WSMMX2IKS
QV<PMa][MLIJZW_VXIXMZJIO\W[VMIS\PI\QV2IKS[\IaMLI\[KPWWTNWZITUW[\\_WaMIZ[
He was smuggled out on holidays and to make it easier and to keep Ginger away from him,
Matt bought a small cage for his house when they would come to visit.
2IKSJMKIUMXWX]TIZWV5I\\¼[LWZUÆWWZ5I\\[_MIZ[PM¼[\PMZMI[WV_PaPMUM\[W
UIVaVM_NZQMVL[-^MZaJWLa_PWPMIZLIJW]\2IKS_IV\ML\WKWUMIVLXTIa_Q\PPQU2IKS
had so much attention and so many toys and treats that Matt’s room seemed to be where evMZaJWLaKIUM\WKWVOZMOI\M_PM\PMZ\PMaKIUM\WXTIa`JW`WZ\W^Q[Q\2IKS=VNWZ\]VI\MTa2IKS[KWTTMOMTQNMKIUM\WIVMVLIJZ]X\Ta_PMV
one of the new RA’s overheard someone talking about the neat ferret
QV5I\\¼[ZWWU5I\\IT_Ia[\PW]OP\\PI\PQ[TI[\:)SVM_IJW]\2IKS
How could he not? He was just cool about it and never said anything.
Matt’s mom and dad had to make a special weekend trip to come
IVLXQKS]X2IKS0Q[UWU[M\2IKS]XQV\PMLMV_PMZMPMKW]TL[MM
and hear the television. She even upgraded his cage and bought him
I\PZMM\QMZWVM[WPMKW]TLKTQUJIVLOM\M`MZKQ[M;PM_I[INZIQLWN 
letting him loose for fear that Ginger would eat him. Ferrets like to have
IXTIKM\WKITTPWUM_PMZM\PMaKIV[TMMXIVL\ISMZMN]OM2IKSPI[I
ferret bed with small blankets on top so he could bury himself under
the covers and a hammock with small blankets in his cage. He has a
water bowl and a food bowl and below is a cat tray with litter. Most ferZM\[TQ^MIVa_PMZMNZWU aMIZ[J]\[WUMPI^MJMMVSVW_V\WTQ^M\W
MTM^MVWZ\_MT^MaMIZ[WTL.MUITMNMZZM\[IZMKITTML2QTT[IVLUITM[IZM
0WJ[5I\\\PW]OP\QN \PMNMUITM_I[KITTML2QTT\PI\\PMUITM[[PW]TL
PI^MJMMVKITTML2IKSI[QV2IKSIVL2QTT*IJaNMZZM\[IZMIT[WKITTMLSQ\[
5I\\IT_Ia[TM\2IKSTWW[MQVPQ[LWZU.MZZM\[TQSM\WJ]ZZW_]VLMZ\PQVO[2IKSTW^ML\W
burrow under Matt’s covers at school and occasionally fell asleep by his feet. Matt was always
hot, the heat was always way too high in the building, so his blankets were not that heavy.
Ferrets like to play. They are very sociable creatures and they like to be the center of attention. They tend to sleep a lot and can sleep from eighteen to twenty hours a day. They eat
when they want, relieve themselves when they want, play a little and sleep. Imagine having
a two year old in your house. They are very rambunctious and will get into everything. They
like to climb into cabinets, hide behind dressers, and they are little thieves. They love to take
things and hide them all over the house. Matt has lost his car keys a few times in his dorm
WVTa\WÅVL\PMU]VLMZ\PMJML2IKSPI[ITW\WN \Wa[IVLKPM_\PQVO[\WSMMXPQUJ][aQV
Continued on page 42

Jack became popular on Matt’s
LWZUÆWWZ5I\\[_MIZ[PM¼[
\PMZMI[WV_PaPMUM\[WUIVa
VM_NZQMVL[-^MZaJWLa_PW
PMIZLIJW]\2IKS_IV\ML\W
KWUMIVLXTIa_Q\PPQU
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KEEP THE

Junk in the
Trunk
By: Susan Heckler

I

[aW]ZNIUQTaILLQK\ML\WR]VSNWWL'2]VSNWWLQ[VW\
TQUQ\ML\WLZQ^M\PZ]UMIT[IVLJIOOML[VIKS[2]VS
food encompasses snack foods and fast foods, but
it doesn’t stop there. It is anything you eat that has
high calories and very low nutritional value. Addi\QWVITTa\PM[MNWWL[IZM\aXQKITTaTW_QVÅJMZI[_MTT
as high in fat and sugars.
2]VSNWWLKIV[I\Q[NaaW]ZKZI^M\WKZ]VKPJ]\ZIZMTa_QTT
Q\ÅTTaW]]X_Q\P_PI\aW]ZJWLaVMML[\W[][\IQVQ\]V\QT\PM
VM`\UMIT<PQ[Q[_Pa\PQ[\MZUPI[JMMVTQVSML\WW^MZMI\QVO
and obesity.
Commercially produced junk foods are a big part of the
problem. The advertising budgets for these edibles are very
high and their target market tends to be our youth. A recent
article on WebMD states, “Researchers from the University
WN  4Q^MZXWWT QV \PM =VQ\ML 3QVOLWU M`XW[ML  KPQTLZMV
IOM[!\W\WJW\PNWWLIL^MZ\Q[MUMV\[IVL\WaIL^MZ\Q[Mments, followed by a cartoon and free food. The children
ate more after the food advertisements than after the commercials for toys, the study found. The obese children in the
[\]LaQVKZMI[ML\PMQZKWV[]UX\QWVWN NWWL\PMUW[\ 
after watching the food ads, compared to overweight children
 IVLVWZUIT_MQOP\KPQTLZMV  º
Try as you might, you will not be able to rid your world
of junk food entirely. You can’t control what your family
eats when they are out of your home. There is always a way
to teach better choices: choose restaurants with a healthier
menu, choose items on the menu like juice instead of soda,
OZQTTMLUMI\[ZI\PMZ\PIVNZQML_PWTMOZIQV^[ZMÅVMLÆW]Z[
add vegetables when possible.
You can, however, take better control of what they eat
in your home. Look for products low in sugar, high-fructose
corn syrup, milled grains, and partially hydrogenated oils.
Keep snackable fruits and vegetables handy, carrot sticks for
crunch, apple slices for sweetness. Search the countless websites with healthier versions of your favorite foods. It’s all out
\PMZMZMILaNWZaW]\WÅVLQ\
You need to become a label reader and an educated con[]UMZ2][\JMKI][MIJW`[Ia[Q\Q[UILM_Q\P_PWTMOZIQV[
IVLQ[IVM`KMTTMV\[W]ZKMWN ÅJMZQ\KIV[\QTTJMR]VSJMKI][M

WN  W^MZXZWKM[[QVO IVL ILLML []OIZ IVL IZ\QÅKQIT KWTWZQVO
,WM[\PMNWWLKWV\IQVOMVM\QKITTaUWLQÅMLQVOZMLQMV\['
Processed foods have been altered from their natural state,
either for safety reasons or for convenience. Processing methods include canning, freezing, refrigeration, dehydration and
aseptic processing. They are not all enemies to your health.
The ones to steer clear of are:
+IVVMLNWWL[_Q\PTIZOMIUW]V\[WN [WLQ]UWZNI\
8I[\IUMIT[UILM_Q\PZMÅVML_PQ\MÆW]ZQV[\MILWN _PWTM
grains.
8IKSIOMLPQOPKITWZQM[VIKSNWWL[[]KPI[KPQX[IVLKIVLQM[
.ZWbMVÅ[P[\QKS[IVLNZWbMVLQVVMZ[\PI\IZMPQOPQV[WLQ]U
8IKSIOMLKISM[IVLKWWSQM[
*W`MLUMITUQ`M[\PI\IZMPQOPQVNI\IVL[WLQ]U
;]OIZaJZMISNI[\KMZMIT[
8ZWKM[[MLUMI\[
There are also varying degrees of processing. While some
XZWKM[[QVOM`\MVL[\PM[PMTN TQNMWN NWWL[IVL[WUMUISM\PMU
more convenient to use (prewashed or pre-cut), you want to
I^WQLIZ\QÅKQITQVOZMLQMV\[
The best way to monitor what you put in your mouth is to
prepare it yourself. You can control the ingredients you use.
.WZM`IUXTMaW]KIVXWXaW]ZW_VKWZVZI\PMZ\PIVJ]a
the bagged version. When workers at a popcorn factory began to fall ill with a condition known as “popcorn lung” in
\PMTI\M»![\PMX]JTQK_I[[PWKSML<PMZM[XQZI\WZaLQ[WZder was caused by inhaling diacetyl, a chemical used to give
JIOOMLXWXKWZVQ\[J]\\MZaÆI^WZ)ZMaW]I[VIKS[VQNNMZ'
<WMV[]ZM\PI\aW]¼ZM[\QTTOM\\QVOPMIZ\PMIT\PaÆI^WVWQL[
from your chocolate, buy organic or milk-free dark chocolates
that are high in cocoa content and free of additives instead
of those brand-name chocolate bars which may be substituting more cost-friendly alternatives like vegetable oil for real
cocoa.
)TIZOMJW`WN XWX]TIZ.ZMVKPNZQM[_QTTKW[\aW]IVa_PMZM
NZWU\WKITWZQM[<W[I\Q[Na\PW[M[IT\a]ZOM[_PQX]X
some homemade, oven-roasted sweet potato wedges instead.
;_MM\XW\I\WM[IZMIVM`KMTTMV\IV\QW`QLIV\ZQKPIV\QQVÆIUUI\WZaIT\MZVI\Q^M\W_PQ\MXW\I\WM[2][\JZ][P_Q\PWTQ^MWQT
add a pinch of sea salt and roast.

5W[\[WLI[QVKT]LQVOLQM\[WLI[IZM V]\ZQ\QWVNZMM
4M\aW]Z[WLIKZI^QVO[ÅbbTMJa[_Q\KPQVO\WIZMNZM[PQVOOTI[[
WN  UQVMZIT _I\MZ _Q\P I [Y]MMbM WN  TQUM WZ TMUWV QV[\MIL
4QUM[IZMPQOPQV^Q\IUQV+IVLIT[WKWV\IQVÆI^WVWQL[_Q\P
anti-cancer properties.
1N aW]VMMLIPMIT\PaJZMISNI[\IT\MZVI\Q^M\WJW`MLXZWcessed cereals, try boiling some steel-cut oats. Oats help to
stabilize blood sugar, reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease
and can lower your cholesterol. To improve taste, add a few
IV\QW`QLIV\ZQKPJT]MJMZZQM[IVLOZIVWTIIVLaW]¼TTJM[MZ^ing up some real health magic
Bake alternatives to packaged cakes and cookies with a
TWVO[PMTN TQNM6W\PQVO[UMTT[JM\\MZ\PIVJIVIVIV]\JZMIL
baking in your oven! Use healthier ingredients like oats, apXTM[Y]QVWIWZJIVIVIAW]KIV\ISM\PMM`\ZI[\MXIVLOW
organic with your ingredients.
Apparently eating healthy is a bit more time consuming,
but it is worthy investment in your future and the lives of your
loved ones. Q
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In The Burbs Bravo for Bravura
By: Susan Heckler

A Local Foundation Adopts A Wish

W

e are never ceased to be amazed by the local talent our area has. Is it nature or
nurture? Is it something in our water that raises great artists? Can we thank the
gene pool? Who cares!
If your family loves music, just a hop and a skip down the road is a wonderful orchestra comXZQ[MLWN TWKITU][QKQIV[aW]VOIVLWTL#XZWNM[[QWVITOQN\MLIUI\M]Z[IVLW]\[\IVLQVOaW]VO
music students. The Bravura Philharmonic Orchestra also includes numerous chamber groups,
[]KPI[Q\[[\ZQVO[MV[MUJTM_QVLMV[MUJTMJZI[[Y]QV\M\IVL[\ZQVO[Y]IZ\M\<PMaXZIK\QKMIVL
XMZNWZUI\8ZQVKM\WV)TTQIVKM+P]ZKPTWKI\MLI\;KPITS[+ZW[[QVOQV8TIQV[JWZW
The Bravura Philharmonic Orchestra was founded by and is under the direction of the
internationally-renowned conductor Chiu-Tze Lin. Chiu-Tze Lin started conducting at the
age of eleven. She herself is an accomplished musician and teacher. You may remember Ms.
Lin from when she served as the music director and conductor of the Manalapan Battleground Symphony for seven years.
This year’s schedule is as follows:
.]TT7ZKPM[\ZI";I\]ZLIa5IZKP"XUI\:QKPIZL[WV)]LQ\WZQ]U8ZQVKM\WV
University featuring world-renowned violinist Chuanyun Li, in Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto
;]VLIa2]VMI\XUI\8ZQVKM\WV)TTQIVKM+P]ZKP8TIQV[JWZW62
.MI\]ZQVOAW]VO)Z\Q[\[+WUXM\Q\QWV/ZIVL8ZQbM?QVVMZ[
+PIUJMZKWVKMZ\"4I\M)XZQT-IZTa5Ia2M_Q[P0MZQ\IOM5][M]UQV.ZMMPWTL62
5IZKPAW]VO)Z\Q[\[+WVKMZ\W+WUXM\Q\QWV
Schare Recital Hall, Rutgers University
For information on tickets or auditioning for their programs you can email bravura.orches\ZI(OUIQTKWUWZ8PWVM"!!!!!Q

L

ocal Foundation, “Lorraine’s I
Believe Foundation,” recently adopted Steven’s wish from Make–A?Q[P6M_2MZ[Ma;\M^MV¼[_Q[P_I[\WUMM\
Ryan Tannehill, one of the Quarterbacks
from the Miami Dolphins. Steven’s wish
recently came true!
47::)16-¼; 1 *-41->- .7=6Steven and his mom Deana met with Ryan
,)<176 ?)6<-, <7 ;0):- <01;
Tannehill from the Miami DolphinsWishes
?76,-:.=4 ;<7:A ?1<0 <0-1:
Do Come True
+755=61<A 7]Z .W]VLI\QWV___4WZrainesIBelieveFoundation.com was created to spread awareness about Brain Radiation.
All donations from Lorraine’s I Believe Foundation are sent directly to the Make-A-Wish
6M_2MZ[Ma7]ZOWITQ[\W¹)LWX\)?Q[PºQVUMUWZaWN W]ZUWU4WZZIQVM/QWZLIno annually . Please visit our website for more information. If you would like to send an
email or call our foundation, please email us at info@lorrainesibelievefoundation.com or
KITT!!Q
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Millstone Township Foundation for Educational Excellence
Awards Grants to Millstone Township Schools Totaling
$22,215.60
Grant awards included an elementary school book room,
MacBook Air® computers, e-books and continuing education conferences

M

144;<76-<7?6;018622IV]IZa
·5QTT[\WVM<W_V[PQX.W]VLI\QWVNWZ
-L]KI\QWVIT -`KMTTMVKM 5<.-- I_IZLML Å^M OZIV\[ \WLIa \W\ITQVO  \W 5QTT[\WVM
Township Schools. The grant awards included a book
ZWWUQV\PM5QTT[\WVM<_X-TMUMV\IZa;KPWWT5IKBook Air® computers, e-books and continuing educa\QWVKWVNMZMVKM[5<.--Q[IVWVXZWÅ\WZOIVQbI\QWV
LM^W\ML \W N]VLQVO OZIV\[ NWZ Q\MU[ \PI\ V]Z\]ZM M`\ZIWZLQVIZaML]KI\QWVITM`XMZQMVKM[NWZM^MZa[\]LMV\
in Millstone Township Public Schools and are beyond
\PM[KWXMWN \PMOMVMZIT[KPWWTJ]LOM\;QVKM5<.--
PI[ I_IZLML UWZM \PIV  \W Q\[ [KPWWT[ <PMZM IZM
K]ZZMV\TaUWZM\PIV5<.--N]VLMLOZIV\XZWOZIU[Z]VVQVO QV \PM 5QTT[\WVM <W_V[PQX ;KPWWT LQ[\ZQK\ -^MZa KPQTL
that matriculates through the school district will in some way
JMVMÅ\NZWUIV5<.--N]VLMLOZIV\

grant). Using photo galleries, videos, interactive diagrams and 3D objects, these books bring content to life
in ways a printed page cannot.
<PMOZIV\KWV[Q[\[WN [Q`5IK*WWS)QZKWUX]\ers, which will initially be shared by two third grade
classes in the spring, while they pilot it for the “Virtual Zoo” project. The “Virtual Zoo” project (previous
5<.--OZIV\I_IZLMVIJTM[\PQZLOZILMZ[\WMVOIOM
in a cross-curricular animal research project that is
MV\QZMTa LMXMVLMV\ ]XWV \MKPVWTWOa -IKP [\]LMV\
conducts research, writes a report and uses the latest
meet the diverse independent reading levels of its students
technology to create a graphic representation of the animal in
in grades 3 through 5. It will contain books at a variety of
its habitat, as well as a brief description of the animal. Parents
ZMILQVOTM^MT[JITIVKMLJM\_MMVÅK\QWVIVLVWVÅK\QWV)Lare invited to the presentations, where each student speaks on
LQ\QWVITTaQ\_QTTM`XIVLMIKPKTI[[ZWWUTQJZIZaJa\Q\TM[
\PMQZ[XMKQÅKIVQUIT
_Q\PI\W\ITWN !JWWS[<MIKPMZ[_QTTIT[WJMIJTM\WKPMKS
In the fall, the MacBook Air® computers will be available
out books for up to one unit of study. As a result, students will
to the entire third grade, via a mobile cart, for each class to
have access to more books, effectively enriching each child’s
publish a writing piece of their choice.
daily dose of independent reading.
+WVNZI\]\M+WVNMZMVKM1V[\Q\]\M 5QKPMTTM
Following is a listing of the grants and recipients:
5IK*WWS[ <W +ZMI\M ¹Q*WWS[º  ! 2MVVQNMZ
.ITIVOI
/QN\ML IVL <ITMV\ML# *M\P <WXQVSI ;Q`\P /ZILM
-TMUMV\IZa ;KPWWT *WWS :WWU  !  ;IZIP Kohn, Third Grade Teacher and Meghan Olah, Third Grade
1IVV]bbQ :MILQVO ;XMKQITQ[\# 2MVVQNMZ 3WPV <PQZL /ZILM Teacher) - With MacBook Air® computers, students will have Science Teacher) - The grant consists of a week-long, re<MIKPMZ#4]Q[:IUQZMb)[[Q[\IV\8ZQVKQXIT#5MZMLQ\P?MQJMT \PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\WKZMI\MIVLX]JTQ[PTQ^MTa^WQKMÅTTMLQVNWZ- search-based professional development conference focused
Reading Specialist and Dr. Stephen Wisniewski, Principal) - mational “iBooks” using a free application, iAuthor®. The WVMVZQKPUMV\TMIZVQVOIVL\MIKPQVO#LQNNMZMV\QI\QWV#[\ZI\MThe grant consists of the establishment of a school-wide book app allows the user to create beautiful, multi-touch picture OQM[NWZPQOPMVOIOMUMV\IVLKZMI\Q^Q\a#UMM\QVO\PMVMML[WN
Continued on next page
room in a section of the elementary school library, to better JWWS[ \PI\ KIV JM ^QM_ML WV \PM Q8ILXZM^QW][ 5<.--
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Award Grants

Continued from page 17
ITT[\]LMV\[#IVL][QVO\MKPVWTWOa\WXMZ[WVITQbMQV[\Z]K\QWV<PMXZM[MV\MZ[IZMIUWVO\PM
UW[\VW\MLM`XMZ\[IVL^Q[QWVIZQM[QV\PMÅMTLWN OQN\MLML]KI\QWV<PMQVNWZUI\QWVIVL
ideas from Confratute will be taken back and shared with the Millstone Township teaching
[\INN<WXQK[TMIZVMLI\\PMKWVNMZMVKMIZMLM[QOVML\WMVZQKP[\]LMV\¼[IKILMUQKM`XMZQMVKM[
by focusing on higher-order thinking skills, as well as their creative and intellectual growth.
-*WWS[  .ZIVKQVM3IUMV4QJZIZQIV<PMOZIV\KWV[Q[\[WN ILLQVOI[M\
WN =;[\I\MIVLZMOQWVITMJWWS[\W\PM-TMUMV\IZa;KPWWT4QJZIZaKWTTMK\QWV<PMMJWWS[
_QTTQVKT]LM\Q\TM[MIKPWVMKW^MZQVOI[MXIZI\M=;[\I\M\PM,Q[\ZQK\WN ?I[PQVO\WV
8]MZ\W:QKWIVL\PMÅ^MOMVMZIT=;ZMOQWV[<PMa_QTTJMI^IQTIJTM\W[\INN IVL[\]LMV\[
through a web-based bookshelf and its online catalog. The e-books can also be accessed
through any internet connection and permits unlimited, simultaneous access by the entire
][MZ XWX]TI\QWV -IKP \MIKPMZ KIV IT[W XZWRMK\ \PM MJWWS WV\W I [UIZ\ JWIZL XZM^QW][
5<.--OZIV\IVLZMILQ\_Q\P\PMKTI[[
<PM /MWTWOQKIT ;WKQM\a WN  )UMZQKI 6WZ\PMI[\MZV ;MK\QWV 5MM\QVO  +WVNMZMVKM
  5IZa7¼:W]ZSM-QOP\P/ZILM;KQMVKM<MIKPMZIVL/TWZQI<PWUI[MTTI-QOP\P
Grade Science Teacher) - The grant consists of a two-day conference that will provide eduKI\WZ[_Q\P\PM]VQY]MM`XMZQMVKMWN TMIZVQVOIJW]\K]\\QVOMLOMZM[MIZKPQV^IZQW][ÅMTL[
WN  /MW[KQMVKM NZWU KWTTMOM [\]LMV\[ IVL XZWNM[[WZ[ NZWU \PM 6WZ\PMI[\ 8IZ\QKQXIV\[ _QTT
PI^M \PM WXXWZ\]VQ\a \W I\\MVL \PMUML [M[[QWV[ ^QM_ M`PQJQ\[ LQ[K][[ \MIKPQVO [\ZI\MOQM[
with other science colleagues and bring these research topics back to the classroom for stuLMV\[\WM`XMZQMVKM1VILLQ\QWV\PMKWVNMZMVKM_QTTXZW^QLM\PMVMKM[[IZaQVNWZUI\QWV\W
M`XW[M[\]LMV\[\WUI\MZQIT\PI\Q[JMaWVL\PM[KWXMWN \PM[\IVLIZLK]ZZQK]T]UI[_MTTI[
careers and opportunities in science.
5<.--OZIV\[IZMI_IZLML\_QKMI[KPWWTaMIZ7VKMOZIV\IXXTQKI\QWV[IZMZMKMQ^ML
and compiled, the grant committee has an opportunity to review them individually and then
come together as a group to discuss them before their recommendations are presented to
\PMMV\QZM5<.--JWIZLWN \Z][\MM[NWZÅVITIXXZW^IT<PMKWUUQ\\MM]\QTQbM[IOZILQVO
system, similar to a rubric that the teachers use, during the review process to fairly evaluate
the applications.
 .WZ UWZM QVNWZUI\QWV IJW]\ LWVI\QVO \W 5<.-- JMKWUQVO I \Z][\MM WZ Q\[
fundraising programs and events, please e-mail info@mtfee.org, visit www.mtfee.org and
like us on Facebook. Q
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HEARING
LOSS?

Say It Again Sam!
By: Susan Heckler

AUDIOGR AM

)\\PMMIZTa[\IOMWN PMIZQVOTW[[PQOPXQ\KPML[W]VL[[]KPI[KPQTLZMV[IVLNMUITM^WQKes, and the sounds "S" and "F" become harder to decipher. Other symptoms of hearing loss
include:
 Trouble understanding phone conversations
 Trouble hearing above background noise
 Trouble following a conversation when more than one person speaks at once
 Perception that people are not speaking clearly or mumbling
 Often misunderstanding what people say and responding inappropriately
 Often having to ask people to repeat themselves
.ZMY]MV\KWUXTIQV\[JaW\PMZ[\PI\\PM<>Q[\WWTW]L
 Ringing, roaring, or hissing sounds in the ears, known as tinnitus
<PMLMKQJMTQ[I]VQ\\WUMI[]ZM\PMTM^MTWN [W]VL;W]VL[WN TM[[\PIVLMKQJMT[M^MV
IN\MZTWVOM`XW[]ZMIZM]VTQSMTa\WKI][MPMIZQVOTW[[0W_M^MZTWVOWZZMXMI\MLM`XW[]ZM\W
[W]VL[I\WZIJW^M LMKQJMT[KIVKI][MPMIZQVOTW[[<PMTW]LMZ\PM[W]VL\PM[PWZ\MZ\PM
IUW]V\WN \QUMQ\\ISM[NWZ6104\WPIXXMV0MZMIZM\PMI^MZIOMLMKQJMTZI\QVO[WN [WUM
familiar things:

Right Ear

Left Ear
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0
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Mild Hearing Loss
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110
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1000

2000

Frequency in Hertz (Hz)
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An example presbyacusis (sloping high-frequency hearing loss) synonymous with the
aging process.

W

hat did you say? Can you speak up? How many times a day do you hear those
Y]M[\QWV[IVL]VLMZ_PI\KQZK]U[\IVKM['1\[MMU[\PI\UWZMIVLUWZMXMWXTM
IZM[PW_QVO[QOV[WN PMIZQVOTW[[)!NMLMZIT[]Z^MaM[\QUI\MLUQTTQWV
)UMZQKIV[PILPMIZQVOTW[[1\Q[]X\WUQTTQWV)UMZQKIV[_PWVW_ZMXWZ\TW[\PMIZQVO
<PQ[ ][ML \W JM IV INÆQK\QWV NWZ \PM MTLMZTa J]\ \PM JIJa JWWUMZ[ IZM VW\ PMIZQVO \PM
booms anymore. In this generation and those that followed, noise, not age is the leading cause
WN PMIZQVOTW[[<MV[WN UQTTQWV[WN XMWXTMQV\PM=;ITWVMQVKT]LQVOXMZKMV\\WXMZKMV\
of school-age children, already have permanent hearing loss caused by everyday noise.
Our ears are very fragile instruments. Sound waves, or an acoustic signal, cause the eardrum (tympanic membrane) to vibrate. Those vibrations are transferred to the cochlea, which
is in the inner ear. Fluids then carry them to rows of hair cells. The hair cells stimulate auditory
VMZ^MÅJMZ[MIKPWN _PQKPQ[I\\]VML\WILQNNMZMV\NZMY]MVKa<PM[MQUX]T[M[\ZI^MT\PZW]OP
\PMI]LQ\WZaVMZ^M\W\PMJZIQV<PMJZIQV\PMVQV\MZXZM\[\PMUI[_WZL[U][QKWZ[XMKQÅK
[W]VL[?PMV\PMZMQ[\WWU]KP[W]VLQV\MV[Q\aOWQVO\PZW]OP\PMI]LQ\WZa[a[\MU6WQ[MQVL]KML0MIZQVO4W[[6104KIVWKK]Z1VIK\]ITQ\aQ\Q[\PMW`QLI\Q^MLMI\PWN \PMPIQZ[KMTT[
caused by over stimulation.
Fortunately, this is a preventable hearing disorder. Unfortunately, we didn’t know any of
\PQ[_PMV_M_MZMZWKSQVOW]\I\KWVKMZ\[WZXT]OOMLQV\WW]Z?ITSUIV6104KIVPIXXMV
OZIL]ITTaNZWUZMXMI\MLW^MZM`XW[]ZM\W[W]VL[W^MZITWVOXMZQWLWN \QUM1\KIVIT[WPIXXMV
NZWUIWVM\QUMM`XW[]ZM[]KPI[IVM`XTW[QWV
6104Q[OMVMZITTaWJ[MZ^ML\WINNMK\IXMZ[WV[PMIZQVO[MV[Q\Q^Q\aQV\PMPQOPMZNZMY]MVKQM[ M[XMKQITTa I\  0b )TT \PM [W]VL[ _M PMIZ PI^M I KMZ\IQV NZMY]MVKa 8MWXTM _Q\P
VWZUITPMIZQVOKIV\aXQKITTaPMIZNZWUIJW]\0b\WIJW]\0bUWZM\aXQKITTa
30b)0b[W]VL_W]TLJMTQSMITW_Z]UJTQVO[W]VLIVLI30b[W]VL_W]TLJM^MZa
PQOPNZMY]MVKaTQSM\PM_PWW[PQVO[W]VL[WN IKaUJIT5W[\[XMMKPZIVOM[NZWUIJW]\INM_
P]VLZML0b\WIJW]\ 30b[WaW]KIVTW[MITW\WN PQOPNZMY]MVKaPMIZQVO_Q\PW]\[MZQW][
impact to your ability to understand speech.

PAINFUL
L*%ÅZM_WZS[I\NMM\
L*%ÅZMIZU[RM\MVOQVM
L*%RIKSPIUUMZ
L*%RM\XTIVM\ISMWNN[QZMV
EXTREMELY LOUD
L*%UI`QU]UW]\X]\WN [WUM58XTIaMZ[UWLMTIQZXTIVMKPIQV[I_
L*%OI[TI_VUW_MZ[VW_JTW_MZ
L*%PIVLLZQTTXVM]UI\QKLZQTT
!L*%[]J_IaXI[[QVOUW\WZKaKTM
VERY LOUD
 ·!L*%JTW_LZaMZSQ\KPMVJTMVLMZNWWLXZWKM[[WZ
L*%J][a\ZINÅK^IK]]UKTMIVMZITIZUKTWKS
MODERATE
L*%\aXQKITKWV^MZ[I\QWVLQ[P_I[PMZKTW\PM[LZaMZ
L*%UWLMZI\MZIQVNITT
L*%Y]QM\ZWWU
FAINT
L*%_PQ[XMZY]QM\TQJZIZa
Hearing loss can also be caused by your workplace. According to
the CDC (Center for Disease Control):
Facts and Statistics
.W]ZUQTTQWV_WZSMZ[OW\W_WZSMIKPLIaQVLIUIOQVOVWQ[M<MVUQTTQWVXMWXTMQV\PM=;
PI^M I VWQ[MZMTI\ML PMIZQVO TW[[ <_MV\a\_W UQTTQWV _WZSMZ[ IZM M`XW[ML \W XW\MV\QITTa
damaging noise each year.
1V IXXZW`QUI\MTaUQTTQWV=;_WZSMZ[_MZMM`XW[ML\WVWQ[MTM^MT[I\_WZS\PI\X]\
1VIXXZW`QUI\MTaKI[M[_MZMZMXWZ\MLWN WKK]XI\QWVITPMIZQVOTW[[\PI\_I[
great enough to cause hearing impairment.
:MXWZ\MLKI[M[WN PMIZQVOTW[[IKKW]V\MLNWZ WN WKK]XI\QWVITQTTVM[[QV\PMUI\
risk of hearing loss.
Continued on page 41
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Peppery Thoughts on

Capsicum

C

IX[QK]UQ[IJQWTWOQKITKTI[[QÅKI\QWVWN [WUMÆW_MZQVOXTIV\[QV
the nightshade family. Sweet and hot peppers, eggplant, tomatillos, tamarios, pepinos, pimentos, paprika, and cayenne peppers
IZMKTI[[QÅMLI[VQOP\[PILMNWWL[<PMNZ]Q\WN +IX[QK]UXTIV\[Q[[XQKaIVL
some varieties are commonly called “chilies.”
+IX[IQKQVQ[JMQVO[\]LQMLI[IVMNNMK\Q^M\ZMI\UMV\NWZ[MV[WZaVMZ^MÅber disorders, including pain associated with arthritis, psoriasis, and diabetic
neuropathy. Used topically, Capsaicin is used for pain management. Capsaicin works by depleting or interfering with substance P, a chemical involved
in transmitting pain impulses to the brain. While it will not cure these
conditions, it helps diminish symptoms. Capsaicin is actually an irritant
to humans, producing a burning sensation in any tissue it touches so be
sure to wash hands thoroughly after applying capsaicin. Getting it in
your eye is something you will not forget.
1VOM[\QVO+IX[IQKQVPI[W\PMZXW\MV\QITJMVMÅ\[1\PI[JMMV
shown to reduce blood cholesterol, triglyceride levels, and platelet aggregation, while increasing the body’s ability to dissolve
ÅJZQVI[]J[\IVKMQV\MOZIT\W\PMNWZUI\QWVWN JTWWLKTW\[
Cultures where hot pepper is used liberally have a much
lower rate of heart attack, stroke and pulmonary embolism.

Additionally, spicing your meals with “chilies” also protects the fats in your blood from
LIUIOMJaNZMMZILQKIT[IÅZ[\[\MXQV\PMLM^MTWXUMV\WN I\PMZW[KTMZW[Q[)N\MZMI\QVO
\PMKPQTQKWV\IQVQVOLQM\\PMZI\MWN W`QLI\QWVNZMMZILQKITLIUIOM\WKPWTM[\MZWTIVL
\ZQOTaKMZQLM[_I[[QOVQÅKIV\TaTW_MZQVJW\PUMVIVL_WUMV\PIV\PI\[MMVIN\MZMI\QVO
the bland diet.
Capsaicin has been known to reduce headaches. It not only reduces pain,
but its peppery heat also stimulates secretions that help clear mucus from your
stuffed up nose or congested lungs. Capsaicin also possesses powerful antibac\MZQIT XZWXMZ\QM[ IVL Q[ ^MZa MNNMK\Q^M QV ÅOP\QVO IVL XZM^MV\QVO KPZWVQK [QV][
infections (sinusitis).
1VIVIZ\QKTMWV?ML5,¹KIX[IQKQVUIaÅZMITM\PITJTW_I\KIVKMZKMTT[JaINNMK\QVO
\PM IK\Q^Q\a WN  I XZW\MQV KWUXTM` KITTML 6.SIXXI *M\I <PQ[ UISM[ Q\ UWZM LQNÅK]T\
for cancer to dodge programmed cell death (apoptosis). In the prostate study, capsaicin
KI][ML\PMLMI\PWN IJW]\  WN XZW[\I\MKIVKMZKMTT[QVUQKMUISQVO\]UWZ[[PZQVS
JaIJW]\WVMÅN\P\PM[QbMWN ]V\ZMI\ML\]UWZ[º
6W\JQOWV[XQKaNWWL['AW]KIVIT[WJ]aKIX[IQKQVI[I[]XXTMUMV\
There is truth to the saying “too much of a good thing.” Taking too much capsaicin
UIa JM JIL NWZ aW]Z PMIT\P 1N  aW] PI^M Y]M[\QWV[ WZ KWVKMZV[ ZMOIZLQVO PW_ U]KP
capsaicin you should use, consult your primary medical provider. Q

A Smile Lasts Forever...

Orthodontics for Children & Adults

Victor Kong, DDS, MS
Specialty License #5544

t*OWJTBMJHO$FSUJĕFE
t$PNQSFIFOTJWF.JOPS5SFBUNFOUT
t.BKPS*OTVSBODFT"DDFQUFE
t*OUFSFTU'SFF1BZNFOU1MBOT

Please call for a free, no-pressure consultation.
609-259-3250

$BSST5BWFSO3PBEt$MBSLTCVSH.JMMTUPOF5PXOTIJQ
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Our newest
Schwab branch,
now open in
Freehold.
Garden State
Flower Market

We are pleased to announce the opening of our
ell Cour
Campb

9

new Independent Branch in Freehold, New Jersey.

t

9

Financial guidance you can trust is now just around
the corner. Drop by our local branch and see how

Diane & Co.

we can support you.

3425 Route 9
Suite 101
9

Come in and pull up a chair. Or call
(732) 298-6380.

9

Wedgewood
Garden Care

Freehold
Independent Branch
Rebecca Proske, CFP®
Independent Branch Leader
and Financial Consultant
3425 Route 9, Suite 101
Freehold, NJ 07728
(732) 298-6380

©2014 Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. All rights reserved. Member SIPC. MWD70907-13 (1211-8090) ADP78571-00 (12/13)
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Horse De-Spooking Clinics Make for Safer Riding
By: Susan Heckler

T

he number one cause of injuries occurring during
PWZ[MJIKS ZQLQVO Q[ L]M \W [XWWSQVO )V ]VM`XMK\ed noise, objects, scents, or just about anything can
cause a horse to be spooked. When a horse is spooked, they go
QV\WÅOP\WZÆQOP\UWLM\WXZW\MK\Q\[MTN NZWU_PI\\PMJZIQV[
considers a potential threat. When spooked, a horse will display behavior such as jumping, rearing, bolting and others
that can potentially injure the horse or rider. Out in the wild,
these maneuvers help them evade or frighten prey.
Almost all horses spook. Some are more sensitive and
_WZZQ[WUM\PIVW\PMZ[)VQVM`XMZQMVKMLZQLMZUIaUISMI
PWZ[M[XWWSQMZ\PIVIVM`XMZQMVKMLZQLMZJMKI][MaW]ZW_V

thoughts and fears will transfer to your horse. The rider’s reaction to the horse being spooked is very important and can
save life and limb. You can stay safe by teaching your horse
not to spook, and by taking the correct actions when your
horse does spook.
4WKIT MY]M[\ZQIV[ KIV JMVMÅ\ NZWU PWZ[M LM[XWWSing clinics being offered at local horse farms. One was
ZMKMV\Ta PMTL QV \PM ÅZ[\ _MMS QV 2IV]IZa I\ \PM =X )
3VW\KP -Y]M[\ZQIV +MV\MZ I\ ! ,I]U :WIL QV 5IVITIpan. These are the same type of workshops that Mounted Police take to gain better control of their mounts.
?WZSQVO_Q\PIVM`XMZQMVKMLQV[\Z]K\WZaW]_QTTTMIZV\PM[QOV[

\PI\aW]ZPWZ[MQ[IJW]\\W[XWWS<PQ[OQ^M[aW]\QUM\WZMIK\#
advance notice to secure yourself in the saddle and begin to
calm your horse at the earliest possible moment. Instructors
M`XW[MaW]ZPWZ[M\W[\QU]TQ\PI\\PMaUIaZMIK\\WIVL_Q\P
guidance, they become less fearful of it and desensitized. The
VM`\\QUM\PMPWZ[MQ[M`XW[ML\W\PM[IUM\PQVO\PMa_QTTZMIK\
less. After multiple repetitions, the fear dissipates.
?QTT aW]Z PWZ[M JM   [XWWSNZMM' AW] _WV¼\ SVW_
that answer until you take a clinic and judge your horses
progress. Q

´:H6HOO+RPHV«2QH6DWLVILHG&XVWRPHUDWD7LPHµ
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Comfort for Cancer Patients

Continued from page 1
and appreciated knowing how much Keely
3MMTa)TTMVNZWU5QTT[\WVM<W_V[PQX
loved and cared about them.
“It wasn’t all about getting the Silver PIL\WXQKSIXZWRMK\\WLWNWZPMZ;QT^MZ
Award,” Keely stated. “I wanted to make )_IZLNWZ/QZT;KW]\[;PMKPW[MI\WXQK
people who were undergoing cancer treatments more comfortable. Sometimes it takes \PI\PQ\KTW[M\WPWUMWVM\WWUIVa\QUM[
hours of the patient just sitting there receiv- ITZMILaQVPMZ[PWZ\TQNM\QUMXMWXTM[PM
ing chemotherapy and they have no pillows to
TW^MLOM\\QVOKIVKMZ
rest their heads on. Breast cancer patients can
also use them in their car to put under their seat belts to protect the tenderness of the area.”
3MMTa\I]OP\Å^MW\PMZNZQMVL[QVKT]LQVOPMZMQOP\aMIZWTL[Q[\MZ3aTMQOPPW_\WUISM
\PMXQTTW_[;PMVMMLMLÅN\aPW]Z[\WUMM\PMZI_IZL[\QX]TI\QWV[;PM[]XMZ^Q[MLPMZNZQMVL[
as they stuffed and sewed orange pillows at her house. With the support of her Girl Scout
TMILMZ)VVM8M[KQW\\I<ZWWXWN \PM2MZ[Ma;PWZM;]V[M\:MOQWVIVLPMZVMQOPJWZ
5IZa2IVM+IZXMV\MZ_PWIK\MLI[IVIL^Q[WZNWZ\PMXZWRMK\3MMTa_I[IJTM\WJZQVO[WUM
comfort to those patients who were in for a long ordeal.
After writing a letter to the head nurse of the Oncology Department at Centra State,
3MMTaUILMPMZ_IaW^MZ\W\PMPW[XQ\IT_PMZM[PMXI[[MLW]\XQTTW_[\W\PM7VKWTWOa
,MXIZ\UMV\IVLXQTTW_[\W\PM1VN][QWV,MXIZ\UMV\
Keely has a passion for karate and has been taking lessons for the past eight years, working her way up to a third degree brown belt. She is also a straight A student in the eighth
OZILM IVL Q[ WV \PM PQOP PWVWZ ZWTT ;PM _I[ ZMKMV\Ta IKKMX\ML QV\W \PM 6I\QWVIT 2]VQWZ
Honor Society. She is very active in school and belongs to the Science Club, Art Club and
Future Problem Solvers Club. Her plans for the future include applying to the Academy of
Allied Health and Science and hopefully one day becoming an Oncologist herself. Her goal
Q[\WWVMLIaPMTXÅVLIK]ZMNWZKIVKMZ?PI\I_WVLMZN]T_WZTLQ\_W]TLJM_Q\PW]\ITT\PM
pain and suffering that cancer brings.
Good luck to you Keeley. Here’s wishing your dreams come true! Q
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Mosaic
6$/21 63$

Relax & Rejuvenate
Your Body and Mind
GIFT CERTIFICATE FROM

0RVDLF6DORQ 6SD·V
,7·6$3(5)(&7*,)7)25620(21(63(&,$/

Visit Mosaic Salon & Spa for the ultimate
experience of beauty, harmony and well being.
Visit us at: www.mosaicsalonspa.com

Redeem any competitors gift certificate at Mosaic by purchasing a
gift certificate of equal amount from Mosaic!
(Ex. Bring $25, Buy $25 From Mosaic We’ll Redeem $50)

Choose	 one	 of	 the	 Best	 Salon	 &	 Spas	 in	 NJ
Avenel
1392 St. Georges Ave.
732-669-9880

Morganville
65 Highway 34 N.
732-772-1838

Shrewsbury
508 Broad St.
732-530-8877

North Brunswick
1626 Route 130
732-940-4470
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MILLSTONE TOWNSHIP FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATIONAL
EXCELLENCETO HOST SECOND ANNUAL “CASINO NIGHT” ON FEBRUARY 1

Enjoy a Night of Casino Fun,
Buffet Dinner and Fabulous Prizes
All While Raising Money for Millstone
Township Public Schools

M

144;<76-<7?6;018622IV]IZa
·5QTT[\WVM<W_V[PQX.W]VLI\QWVNWZ-L]KI\QWVIT-`KMTTMVKM5<.--_QTTJMPW[\QVOQ\[;MKWVL
)VV]IT¹+I[QVW6QOP\ºN]VLZIQ[MZWV.MJZ]IZaI\"XU
at Battleground Country Club (Manalapan). The cost of the
M^MV\Q[ XMZXMZ[WVIVLQVKT]LM[ QV¹N]VUWVMaºNWZ
gambling entertainment, as well as a buffet dinner, dessert
and a cash bar. There will be a variety of casino games inKT]LQVO <M`I[ 0WTL-U :W]TM\\M *TIKSRIKS IVL +ZIX[ 1V
addition, there will be Tricky Tray and Silent Auctions with
XZQbM[I[_MTTI[IZINÆM
5<.-- Q[ I VWVXZWÅ\ WZOIVQbI\QWV LM^W\ML \W N]VLQVO OZIV\[ NWZ Q\MU[ \PI\ V]Z\]ZM M`\ZIWZLQVIZa ML]KI\QWVIT
M`XMZQMVKM[ NWZ M^MZa [\]LMV\ QV 5QTT[\WVM <W_V[PQX 8]JTQK
;KPWWT[8ZWKMML[NZWU\PMM^MV\_QTTPMTX5<.--KWV\QV]M
\WXZW^QLMOZIV\N]VLQVONWZQVVW^I\Q^MIVLM`KQ\QVOKTI[[ZWWU

programs, educational opportunities, staff development, and .W]VLI\QWV 8IZ\VMZ[PQX IVL <PM 6I\QWVIT +WV[WZ\Q]U WN 
state-of-the-art teaching materials that are beyond the scope ;\I\MIVL4WKIT-L]KI\QWV.W]VLI\QWV[6+-.;
of the general school budget.
To purchase tickets, visit www.mtfee.org. Like us on
The foundation operates independently from the school Facebook. Q
LQ[\ZQK\IVLZMXTMVQ[PM[Q\[OZIV\N]VLM`KT][Q^MTa\PZW]OPXZQ- )JW]\5<.--".ZWUQ\[QVQ\QITKWVKMX\QWVQV!!\WQ\[LM[QOVI\QWVI[IKPIZQ\IJTMWZvate donations and its fundraising efforts. The foundation has OIVQbI\QWVQV\PM5QTT[\WVM<W_V[PQX.W]VLI\QWVNWZ-L]KI\QWVIT-`KMTTMVKM5<.--PI[
I_IZLMLUWZM\PIV QVOZIV\[\W5QTT[\WVM<W_V[PQX ZMUIQVML[\MILNI[\QVQ\[OWIT\WN]VLOZIV\[NWZQ\MU[\PI\V]Z\]ZMM`\ZIWZLQVIZaML]KI\QWVITM`XMZQMVKM[
\PMOMVMZIT[KPWWT
[KPWWT[[QVKM5<.--OZIV\[_PQKPPI^MJMMVI_IZL- NWZM^MZa[\]LMV\QV5QTT[\WVM<W_V[PQX8]JTQK;KPWWT[IVLIZMJMaWVL\PM[KWXMWN
J]LOM\1\MU[QVKT]LMQVVW^I\Q^MKTI[[ZWWUXZWOZIU[ML]KI\QWVITWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[NWZ[\]LMV\[[\INN LMed at every grade level and in every discipline, have included ^MTWXUMV\IVL[\I\MWN\PMIZ\\MIKPQVOUI\MZQIT[<PZW]OP\PMKZMI\Q^Q\aWN \PM\MIKPQVO[\INN ¼[OZIV\
I*WWS:WWU;<-5;KQMVKM<MKPVWTWOa-VOQVMMZQVO IXXTQKI\QWV[IVL\PMN]VLZIQ[QVOMNNWZ\[WN 5<.--\PMNW]VLI\QWVQ[XZW]L\WPI^MI_IZLMLUWZM
QVOZIV\[\W5QTT[\WVM<W_V[PQX[KPWWT[5<.--OZIV\[_PQKPPI^MJMMVI_IZLML
Mathematics) enrichment programs, SMARTBoards®, mo- \PIV
I\M^MZaOZILMTM^MTIVLQVM^MZaLQ[KQXTQVMPI^MQVKT]LMLI*WWS:WWU;<-5MVZQKPUMV\XZWOZIU[
bile computer and iPad™ labs, and a rock climbing wall.
;5):<*WIZL[UWJQTMKWUX]\MZIVLQ8ILTIJ[IVLIZWKSKTQUJQVO_ITT5<.--_I[\PMÅZ[\
<PMZMIZMK]ZZMV\TaUWZM\PIV5<.--N]VLMLOZIV\ WZOIVQbI\QWVQV\PMLQ[\ZQK\\WX]\Q8IL[QV\W\PMKTI[[ZWWUQV\PM[XZQVOWN <PMZMIZMK]ZZMV\Ta
UWZM \PIV  5<.--N]VLML OZIV\ XZWOZIU[ Z]VVQVO -^MZa KPQTL \PI\ UI\ZQK]TI\M[ \PZW]OP \PM
XZWOZIU[Z]VVQVO-^MZaKPQTL\PI\UI\ZQK]TI\M[\PZW]OP\PM [KPWWTLQ[\ZQK\_QTTQV[WUM_IaJMVMÅ\NZWUIV5<.--N]VLMLOZIV\5<.--Q[IUMUJMZWN 6M_
[KPWWTLQ[\ZQK\_QTTQV[WUM_IaJMVMÅ\NZWUIV5<.--N]VL- 2MZ[Ma-L]KI\QWV.W]VLI\QWV8IZ\VMZ[PQXIVL<PM6I\QWVIT+WV[WZ\Q]UWN ;\I\MIVL4WKIT-L]KI\QWV
ML OZIV\ 5<.-- Q[ I UMUJMZ WN  6M_ 2MZ[Ma -L]KI\QWV .W]VLI\QWV[6+-.;
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New Egypt Cheer and Dance Teams Medal in Florida

6M_-OaX\8WX?IZVMZ8MM?MM+PMMZ<MIU6I\QWVIT+PIUXQWV[ 

T

PM 6M_ -OaX\ 8WX ?IZVMZ 8MM ?MM KPMMZ IVL 2Z
Midget dance teams competed last month in the Pop
?IZVMZ6I\QWVIT+PIUXQWV[PQX[QV,Q[VMa?WZTL
.TWZQLI<PM6I\QWVIT[IZMI_MMSTWVOM^MV\\PI\[PW_KI[M
the best of the best Pop Warner cheerleaders and dancers
from across the country. Teams from all over the country
\ZI^MT \W .TWZQLI _Q\P \PM PWXM[ WN  JMKWUQVO \PM 6I\QWVIT
KPIUXQWV[6M_-OaX\Q[VW[\ZIVOMZ\W\PQ[KWUXM\Q\QWVI[
_MPI^MJMMV[MVLQVO\MIU[LW_V\W6I\QWVIT[[QVKM
7]ZLIVKM\MIU[PI^MJZW]OP\JIKSNW]Z[\XTIKM6I\QWVIT
championship titles along with multiple other high placing
titles and our cheer teams have also always done very well

6M_-OaX\8WX?IZVMZ2Z5QLOM\,IVKM<MIUVL8TIKM+PIUXQWV[ 

bringing home many trophies over the years.
As in the past, this year’s teams were also very successful.
<PM2Z5QLOM\LIVKM\MIU_PQKP_I[KWUXQTMLWN ITTZM\]ZVQVOLIVKMZ[JM\_MMV\PMIOM[WN aMIZ[WTLXTIKMLVL
in the national competition. The team was awarded a trophy
and all of the girls returned with silver medals around their
necks. The theme for the dance team was “British Invasion”
IVL\PMOQZT[_MV\ITTW]\_Q\P\PMQZ*ZQ\Q[PÆIOKW[\]UM[IVL
British music and all of the fans were cheering them on from
\PM[\IVL[_I^QVO\PMQZ*ZQ\Q[PÆIO[
The PeeWee cheer team, which included both returning
IVLVM_KPMMZTMILMZ[JM\_MMV\PMIOM[WN !aMIZ[WTL\ZI^-

MTML \W \PM VI\QWVIT KWUXM\Q\QWV NWZ \PM ÅZ[\ \QUM I[ I \MIU
IVL\PMaKW]TLV¼\PI^MI[SMLNWZIJM\\MZM`XMZQMVKM.WZ\PM
ÅZ[\\QUMQV6M_-OaX\¼[8WX?IZVMZPQ[\WZaW]ZKPMMZ\MIU
brought home the GOLD! They were awarded an impressive
team trophy and proudly returned home with their gold medIT[?PI\IOZMI\M`XMZQMVKMNWZ\PM[MVI\QWVITÅZ[\\QUMZ[
<PMKPMMZ\MIUIT[WXTIKML[\QV\PM6M_2MZ[Ma;\I\M
+PIUXQWV[PQX[ PMTL QV 6W^MUJMZ  QV <ZMV\WV¼[ ;]V
Bank Arena.
Congratulations to our teams on their achievements and
for making everyone in our little town and across the country
XZW]L 6M_-OaX\8WX?IZVMZKWV\QV]M[\W[M\\PMJIZQ
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New Egypt
Baseball is getting
ready for another
great season!

W

3

The Millstone Times’
Student of the Month

NICHOLAS
PAPATERPOU

By: Sam Noble

8:-;-6<;

e would have never been able to get here if it
wasn’t for the generous help of our sponsors
from last season. The kids and parents had a
great time during the season.
All of our Team Sponsors helped out with escorting the
\MIU[ WV\W \PM ÅMTL[ L]ZQVO WXMVQVO LIa IVL KWVOZI\]lating the kids for an awesome season at the season endQVO6-**9)VLWN KW]Z[MMIKP[XWV[WZTMN\_Q\PI\MIU
XTIY]M \W KWUUMUWZI\M \PMQZ I[[Q[\IVKM \W \PM \MIU \W
XZW]LTaPIVOQV\PMQZWNÅKMWZPWUM
We want to do it all over again and make it even better
this year! This means we need everyone’s help in getting the
4MIO]M\PMÅVIVKQITI[[Q[\IVKMQ\VMML[<PMUWVMaZIQ[ML
from sponsorships goes directly back to the kids. After all,
that is what the program is there for - the kids!! And better
aM\aW]Z[XWV[WZ[PQXQ[\I`LML]K\QJTMJMKI][M_MIZMI
ZMOQ[\MZMLKPIZQ\aIVLK_Q\P\PM;\I\MWN 6M_2MZ[Ma
So even your company saves money by doing this!!!
Sponsor money goes to keeping the registration costs
TW_[WITTSQL[KIVPI^M\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\WXTIa-Y]QXUMV\
such as catcher’s gear and baseballs and bases are all wearable items. These items break and wear out, some after one
season. To keep the safety of the kids at heart, we have to
ZMXTIKM\PQ[MY]QXUMV\;XWV[WZUWVMaIT[WOWM[LQZMK\Ta
\WSMMXQVO\PMÅMTL[IVLMY]QXUMV\QV\PMJM[\[PIXMQ\KIV
JM)N\MZITT\PMÅMTL[ZMXZM[MV\\PM\W_VIVL\PM4MIO]M
to our visiting organizations.
<PM,MILTQVMQ[.MJZ]IZa\PNWZ\MIU[XWV[WZ[PQX[
:M\]ZVQVO[XWV[WZ[_QTTJMOQ^MVKPWQKM]V\QT.MJZ]IZa[\
IN\MZ_PQKP\PMZMUIQVQVO[TW\[_QTTJMÅZ[\KWUMÅZ[\[MZ^M
<PM4MIO]M[XWV[WZ[PQX[IZMWXMV]V\QT5IZKP[\<PQ[
insures enough time to produce for opening day. You can
KWV\QV]M\W[QOV]XIN\MZ5IZKP[\J]\\PMZMQ[VWO]IZIV\MM\PMJIVVMZ_QTTJMÆaQVONWZWXMVQVOLIaKMZMUWVQM[
on April 5th.
The same registration information letter and form is on
W]ZVM__MJ[Q\M___VM_MOaX\JI[MJITTKWU0Q\\PM
registration tab and go to the sponsor registration. As the
season progresses, and you sign up for a sponsorship, the
sponsor information and logos will be posted on the webpages. To grasp the coverage our website has, last season
L]ZQVO \PM  UWV\P[ WN  XZQUM [MI[WV W]Z _MJXIOM PIL
W^MZPQ\[<PI\Q[ITW\WN WXXWZ\]VQ\a\W[PW_aW]Z
community how you support the kids!!!
;QUXTaÅTTW]\\PMI\\IKPMLLWK]UMV\[IVLUIQT\PMU
JIKS \W 87 *W`  6M_ -OaX\ 62   WZ OW WVTQVM
\W___VM_MOaX\JI[MJITTKWUIVLKTQKS\PMZMOQ[\ZI\QWV[\IJ[KZWTTLW_V\W;XWV[WZ.WZUIVLÅTT»MZW]\
Also, while I have your attention, we are taking an interest poll for a co-ed softball league for spring into summer
this year. if your company thinks they have what it takes
\WX]\I\MIUWV\PMÅMTLWZaW]UIa_IV\\WOM\W]\IVL
XTIa84-);-ÅTTW]\\PM;WN\JITTZMOQ[\ZI\QWVNWZUWVTQVM
and let us know!! This is a new League so be a part of something great from the start!
Thank you very much for your support. The kids could
not have such a great season without it. Q
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By: Pam Teel

6

icholas Papaterpou is in the eighth grade. This fourteen year old from Millstone Township is a straight
A student. He loves his school and loves learning.
0M ÅVL[ PQ[ \MIKPMZ[ ^MZa I_M[WUM IVL SVW_TMLOMIJTM IVL
\PW]OPPM[WUM\QUM[OM\[ITW\WN [KPWWT_WZS#PMSVW_[\PM
end result will pay off. His favorite subjects are Language Arts,
History, Arts and Computers.
6QKSIT_Ia[PILIXI[[QWVNWZ_ZQ\QVO-^MZ[QVKMPM_I[
in grade school, he had teachers who encouraged his writing
and helped to improve his skills. He is always writing elaborate stories or short stories in his spare time. He usually gets
the urge to write at odd times, it can be day or night. Once he
gets an idea in his head, he sits and thinks it out and develops
Q\]V\QTPMPI[IÅVQ[PML[\WZa;WUM\QUM[Q\UQOP\\ISMINM_
days and sometimes he can knock out a short story in a few
PW]Z[6QKSTW^M[\WZMILNIV\I[aJWWS[[]KPI[<PM4WZLWN 
the Rings and Ranger‘s Apprentice Series. He doesn’t watch
a lot of television, feeling the shows today are either to childish or too adult and that there is nothing much in the middle.
If he had to choose one or two shows that he really liked they
would be Modern Family and Sleepy Hollow. His favorite
foods are cheeseburgers with fries or grilled shrimp or lobster
tails a close second.
His favorite type of music to listen to is classic rock. He is
not that much into modern music. His favorite bands are Led
BMXXMTQV9]MMV<PM*MI\TM[)+,+*WV2W^QIVL.WZMQOVer. When his dad and uncle were younger, they use to play in
different bands with famous rock stars. His dad, and his uncle
who is now deceased, played the guitar, sang and wrote music.
6QKSPI[JMMVPMTXQVOPQ[LILX]\\WOM\PMZI+,WN PQ[]VKTM¼[
music as a tribute to his memory, which will be available to the
X]JTQK_PMVQ\Q[KWUXTM\M6QKSXZW]LTaXTIaML\PMSMaJWIZL
WVWVMWN \PM\ZIKS[WN \PM+,I[I\ZQJ]\M\WPQ[]VKTM6QKS¼[
favorite song is one that his uncle wrote called The Dreamer.
6QKSTQ^M[_Q\PPQ[UWUIVLLILIVLaW]VOMZJZW\PMZ5IVny. His dad is a veterinarian at the Four Paws Animal Hospital
QV-VOTQ[P\W_V0Q[UWUQ[IZMKMX\QWVQ[\NWZIKPQZWXZIK\WZ
6QKSKWUM[NZWUI[UITTNIUQTa0Q[I]V\]VKTMIVLKW][QVTQ^M
in Florida. He has another uncle and he has his grandmother
_PWTQ^M[QV;\I\MV1[TIVL6QKS¼[NIUQTaQ[WN /ZMMSPMZQ\IOM
-^MV \PW]OP \PMZM IZM KTQKS[ QV [KPWWT 6QKS _QTT JM \PM
ÅZ[\\W\MTTaW]\PI\M^MZaWVMPI[aW]ZJIKS_PMVaW]VMMLQ\
6QKSQ[^MZaOZI\MN]TNWZ\PMNZQMVL[\PI\PMPI[0MKIVZMITTa
\Z][\PQ[KTW[M[\NZQMVL[6QKSQ[IÅVMaW]VOUIV_PWQ[KW]Zteous and always respectful to adults. He is very mature for his

age and how he views the world today. He is very protective
of his younger brother and helps him with his schoolwork or
anything else that he needs.
His favorite places to visit are Renaissance Fairs, going to
the movies with friends, and going out to eat with his family.
0MMVRWa[_ZQ\QVOXTIaQVO\PMXQIVWIVLÅTUQVO[PWZ\ÅTU[
WZ UWKS U][QK ^QLMW[ 0M PI[ \_W LWO[ 2M[[M IV )UMZQKIV
NW`PW]VLIVL7bbaI;KW\\QMIVL?M[\QMUQ`\]ZM0M_I[^MZa
[IL_PMVPQ[KI\WN !aMIZ[;\aUQMLQMLINM_UWV\P[IOW
6QKS NI^WZQ\M PWTQLIa Q[ +PZQ[\UI[ 0M MVRWa[ KMTMJZI\ing the birth of Christ and being with his family. Though he
doesn’t play any sports now, he likes to watch football and
hockey. He also does archery in his spare time. As far as future
KIZMMZ[6QKSPI[VIZZW_MLQ\LW_V\W\PZMM\PQVO[\PI\_W]TL
make him happy. He would like to be a musician, a writer/
novelist, or a video editor. If he had one wish it would be to
live a happy and healthy life with his current family and future
NIUQTa ?M _Q[P aW] \PM ^MZa JM[\ 6QKS 3MMX ]X \PM OWWL
grades and stay as sweet as you are! Q

Making this journey and applying to college takes thought, effort and organization. We at
THE COLLEGE ADVISOR NETWORK help you navigate through the journey. We assist
in research in order to develop a college list based on your needs, work with you on the
application process, closely collaborate with other professionals to ensure all your
questions are answered and overall help ease the process. Whether you are student in high
school, college or a parent looking for the best options for your child, contact us today and
let us help make this an amazing journey! Call 732-617-1577 for information on how to
begin your college application process.
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<PM0QOP+W[\WN ,ZQ^QVO=VLMZ\PM1VÆ]MVKM#
Body Damage to You and Your Car
By: Susan Heckler

D

ZQ^QVO ]VLMZ \PM QVÆ]MVKM WN  LZ]O[ WZ ITKWPWT PI[
tions when drunk can be pleasant and for many people alcobeen an ongoing problem world-wide. People go out
hol helps them numb their feelings or forget problems. Drunk
for an evening of fun and merriment or have a solo
driving statistics shows those are most likely to be involved in
Pity Party at home decide they are okay to get behind the wheel.
fatal drunk driving accidents are young people (between the age
It is important to understand that alcohol alters perception (you
WN IVLUW\WZKaKTQ[\[IVLLZQ^MZ[\PI\PI^MPILIXZQWZ
are not okay) as well as impairs motor skills and judgment.
conviction for DWI.
1V\PMZM_MZM NI\ITQ\QM[IKZW[[\PM;\I\MWN 6M_
1VIVQV\MZ^QM__Q\P2WPV;XMZIVbII\)TTKIZ+WTTQ[QWVTW2MZ[MaI[IZM[]T\WN QUXIQZMLLZQ^QVO[\I\MWNÅKQIT[[IQL<PM[M
KI\MLI\<PZWKSUWZ\WV;\ZMM\QV.ZMMPWTL\PMLIUIOM[\PMa
are only deaths, not considering countless life threatening and
have witnessed and the loss of life and limb is beyond frightenlife changing injuries. According to the Centers for Disease
QVO0MM[\QUI\M[ WN \PMKIZ[JZW]OP\\W\PMU_MZMKI][ML
+WV\ZWTIVL8ZM^MV\QWV+,+QV\PMQZ7K\WJMZ>Q\IT
by irresponsible driving. He said the best thing to do is to report
;QOV[:MXWZ\VMIZTaKIZIKKQLMV\ZMTI\MLNI\ITQ\QM[IJW]\
MZZI\QKLZQ^MZ[\W!-^MVQN VW\LZ]VSWZ[\WVML\PMQZLZQ^QVO
WN ITTKZI[PNI\ITQ\QM[QV\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[IZMI\\ZQJ]\ML\W
is a danger. Many drivers are pulled off of the road because of
ITKWPWTQUXIQZMLLZQ^QVO WN NI\ITKIZKZI[PM[QV^WT^MITthese calls, saving lives.
KWPWT-^MZaLIaITUW[\XMWXTMQV\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[LQMQV
If you love your children, do your best or better to keep
motor vehicle crashes that involve an alcohol-impaired driver.
them safe. As an adult, practice responsible decisions. If you
<PQ[IUW]V\[\WWVMLMI\PM^MZa UQV]\M[<PMIVV]ITKW[\WN ITKWPWTZMTI\MLKZI[PM[\W\IT[ have to fear being caught at doing something, it means you shouldn’t be doing it at all. Still not
UWZM\PIV JQTTQWV
convinced? Imagine losing a loved one due to the irresponsibility of drunk driving, or better
After all, alcohol is an addictive substance. The initial feeling of euphoria and other emo- yet, imagine being responsible for the pain and suffering of others due to a bad decision. Q
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Municipal Court
By: Greg Matarrese

W

hat can I say. Does anyone
remember the old game
show “Let’s make a Deal”?
We will get back to that in a minute.
5]VQKQXIT+W]Z\Q[I]VQY]M^MV]M1\Q[]VQY]MQV\PI\Q\PIVLTM[VW\
only local municipal code violations,
and certain lesser criminal offenses,
J]\ \ZINÅK ^QWTI\QWV[ I[ _MTT 1V W\PMZ [\I\M[ TQSM 6M_ AWZS NWZ M`IUXTM
there is a Criminal Court which hears
municipal code violation and lesser
KZQUQVITWNNMV[M[<ZINÅK^QWTI\QWV[IZM
handled administratively through the
Dept. of Motor Vehicles.
?PI\ Q[ \PM LQNNMZMVKM' ?MTT QV 6M_ AWZS ;\I\M \ZINÅK KW]Z\ aW] IZM MQ\PMZ XTMILQVO
guilty or going to trial to prove yourself innocent of the offense. There is no negotiation.
<PMZMQ[VWXTMILQVO\WIVW\PMZKPIZOM/]QT\aWZ6W\/]QT\a
?MTT5]VQKQXIT+W]Z\QV6M_2MZ[MaQ[\PMXWTIZWXXW[Q\M)TUW[\M^MZa\PQVOQ[[]JRMK\
to some level of negotiation and/or plea. Hence, my reference to “Let’s make a Deal” at
the top of the page. Please note that I am not being critical of the Municipal Court System
nor am I in anyway attempting to diminish the vital role that the Municipal Courts play in
enforcing the law within the overall state court system. The reason I am using the reference
\W\PMWTLOIUM[PW_Q[UMZMTa\WMUXPI[Q[\PMQUXWZ\IVKMWN PI^QVOM`XMZQMVKMLZMXZM[MVtation in most Municipal Court offenses.
7J^QW][TaQN aW]IZMKPIZOML_Q\PIVWNNMV[MWN IVa\aXM\PI\KW]TLZM[]T\QV[QOVQÅKIV\
ÅVM[IVLWZ\PMTW[[WN aW]ZTQJMZ\aQMQVKIZKMZI\QWV1[\ZWVOTa]ZOMaW]\WKWV[]T\_Q\PIV
attorney before your initial court appearance, if possible.
*]\_PI\IJW]\\ZINÅK^QWTI\QWV['<PMUW[\NZMY]MV\TaI[SMLY]M[\QWV1OM\Q[¹°LW1ZMITTaVMMLIVI\\WZVMa°ºNWZIXIZ\QK]TIZ\ZINÅK^QWTI\QWV'1VZMITQ\a\PMY]M[\QWV[[PW]TLJM
¹°_QTT1JMVMÅ\NZWUPI^QVOIVI\\WZVMa°ºIVL\PMIV[_MZQVUW[\KI[M[Q[IZM[W]VLQVO
¹aM[º4M\UM\ZaIVL[PW_aW]Ja_IaWN M`IUXTM
1N aW]PI^MI[XW\TM[[LZQ^QVOZMKWZLIVLIZMKPIZOML_Q\PIXWQV\WNNMV[MUIaJM\PMZM
Q[TQ\\TMZMI[WV\WZM\IQVIVI\\WZVMa)N\MZITTQV\PI\M`IUXTM\PMZMQ[JW\PUQVQUITZQ[SIVL
minimal room for negotiation.
But for anyone who already has points on their driving record, and/or facing offense(s)
KIZZaQVOUWZM\PIVXWQV\[aW]PI^MIU]KPJM\\MZKPIVKMWN VMOW\QI\QVOINI^WZIJTMZM[WT]\QWVQN aW]IZMZMXZM[MV\MLJaIVI\\WZVMa)VLaW]VMMLIVI\\WZVMa_Q\P\PMM`XMZQMVKM
to help weigh the options of your particular case and come to a resolution that is best for
you. Remember, every case is different.
?PMVQ\KWUM[\W\ZINÅK^QWTI\QWV[\PMZMIZMUIVaKWV[QLMZI\QWV[\PI\aW]VMML\W\ISM
into account. Your driving record is a factor that will always be considered by the Court(s)
in the future. In addition, it will also be considered by your automobile insurance carrier.
“Points” will remain on your record for up to 3 years and will be used by your insurance
company to determine your insurance premium. In addition, if you have a certain number
of points the state will also impose an annual surcharge, for up to 3 years, and that is in adLQ\QWV\W\PMÅVMIVLKW[\[XIQLQV+W]Z\;WJMNWZMaW]XTMI\WIVaWNNMV[MaW]
VMML\WKWV[QLMZVW\WVTa\PMÅVMIVLKW]Z\KW[\[NWZ\PM[XMKQÅKWNNMV[MJ]\\PMMNNMK\WN 
the point(s) on your insurance premium and state surcharges.
5W[\KTQMV\[\PI\KWV[]T\_Q\PUMPI^MPMIZLWN \PM¹XWQV\ºWX\QWV\PI\UIaJMI^IQTable for certain offenses. This option is a valuable tool that can be used to control the acK]U]TI\QWVWN XWQV\[WVaW]ZLZQ^QVOZMKWZLIVLaW]U][\PI^MIVI\\WZVMa_PWQ[M`XMrienced with the application of the plea and the considerations that you need to take into
account before entering a plea of guilty.
If your offense involves an automobile accident resulting in property damage and/or
personal injury you have other issues to consider. Can a plea of guilty to an offense in Municipal Court be used against me later in a civil lawsuit for monetary damages for that property damage/personal injury? Absolutely…unless you seek, and obtain, a civil reservation at
the time the plea is entered.
The point that I am making is that in most cases, since so many of Municipal Court ofNMV[M[KIVJMVMOW\QI\MLaW]IZMI\I[QOVQÅKIV\LQ[IL^IV\IOMQN aW]IZMVW\ZMXZM[MV\MLJaIV
M`XMZQMVKMLI\\WZVMa_PWKIVPMTXaW]WJ\IQV\PMUW[\NI^WZIJTMZM[WT]\QWVWN aW]ZWNNMV[M
1WNNMZINZMMKWV[]T\I\QWVWVITT5]VQKQXIT+W]Z\UI\\MZ[.MMTNZMM\WKITTUaWNÅKM_Q\P
IVaY]M[\QWV[aW]UIaPI^MKWVKMZVQVO\PQ[IZ\QKTMWZIVaW\PMZUI\\MZQ

Take Your Family To Alaska This Year On The Disney Wonder
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All Inclusive
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Land Tours
Use American
Express Points
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Desitination Weddings

Why Use A Travel Agent?
Receive Better Pricing & Value Than Internet Bookings
24/7 Customer Service Safety Experience Free Upgrades
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& Land Vacations
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Strong is what happens
Continued from page 11
bage and sold it at auction. A group of my drug friends would
break into houses and steal things from homes and go to the
local pawnshop daily. Maintaining, maintaining, maintaining.
It was a summer day and I was to drive my sister’s best
friend to a Rutgers Party. She had just gotten her license and
a new car and we were driving together. We stopped at a
WAWA where she went in to get an iced tea and upon arrivQVOJIKSI\PMZKIZ[PM_Q\VM[[MLUM[VWZ\QVOUa7`a+WV\QV
NZWUILWTTIZJQTT;PM_I[\MZZQÅML[PWKSMLXIQVMLIVLPWZZQÅML;PMXTIaMLQ\KWWTIVL_M_MV\\W\PMXIZ\aIVLKIUM
home. Two days later she mustered up the strength to go to
my mother and tell her what she had witnessed. Her name is
)TM`I[PM[I^MLUaTQNMIVL[PMQ[Ua[VQ\KP¹1I[SSQL[\WLIa
when I speak to them to please be a snitch save a life.”
My parents now knew my deep secret. They were on to
UM<PMaQUUMLQI\MTaX]\UMQV\WUaÅZ[\\ZMI\UMV\KMV\MZ
I lasted two weeks, came home and got high again. I attended
an intensive outpatient program while continuing to get high.
I continued stealing and manipulating. I had stolen and sold
ITTWN UaUW\PMZ¼[RM_MTZaM`KMX\PMZ_MLLQVOZQVO1_I[W]\
one morning with my girlfriend and my mother went to spotcheck my car. When she opened the car door, out fell the family silverware & her wedding ring in the glove compartment to
be sold. At this point my parents didn’t know what to do with
UM1PILNIQTMLQV\ZMI\UMV\ 1PILNIQTMLQV\PM1781
was thin, arrogant, angry, dysfunctional, a liar & a thief. They
threw me out. I walked down the street directly to my drug
dealer. Slept in his van parked in his driveway and continued to get high. The same dealer I turned into the police two
months prior. I found my way to another drug associate, three
days later, and my father found me. He took me home and I

was put on an airplane with an escort to another treatment
center in CA.
I had destroyed my beautiful family. They were in comXTM\ML LQ[IZZIa 5a XIZMV\[ _MZM ÅOP\QVO KZaQVO IVL KWVfused. My one sister was away in college wanting to come
home and leave school unable to function. My baby sister was
angry, depressed and had begun cutting herself. My grandparents were so sad and disappointed.. My decisions had affected everyone around me! What had I done?
I entered my third treatment center. I did really well for
\PQZ\aLIa[J]\1_I[_PQ\MSV]KSTQVOQ\1_I[\]ZVQVOQV
rehab. “I had lost so much time.” “I will always be the loser.”
5aUQVL_I[[IaQVO1IUÅVITTaIVLaW]¼ZM\MTTQVOUM1
KIVVM^MZPI^MILZQVS'1LWV¼\\PQVS[W5aILLQK\-OW_I[
not done with me!
I completed the program and continued going to meetings. I was able to get an apartment, and a job. I unfortuVI\MTa_IV\ML\WKMTMJZI\MUa[\JQZ\PLIa[W1LQL1PIL
I NM_ LZQVS[ 1¼U VW\ ZMITTa I LZQVSMZ [W 1 LMKQLML \W ÅVL
[WUM_MML#IN\MZITT1_I[QV+)1_MV\_ITSQVOIVL[\]Ubled upon a homeless man who said he could help me and
offered me a hit off his pipe. I knew it wasn’t weed…It burnt
my throat. I was just introduced to my new poison…Crystal
Meth. I had met three other friends at my last rehab and it
was only moments before we all relapsed together. I was soon
introduced to heroin and was soon injecting myself with heroin & meth…powerballing.
Within a few weeks, I lost my job, I lost my apartment and
I had decided to completely cut my family out of my life.
This is my life, this is how I want to live it. This is the
Daniel Story.
My parents were going crazy. They had a contact in CA
who informed them that I was hanging with a girl named
Christine. My mom was able to contact her mother and let

her know that she was going to CA to get me and that Christine would then be alone in the desert. Advising her to meet
her in CA to get both of us at the same time. Christine’s mom
was belligerent and in denial. My mom couldn’t take it anyUWZM ;PM R]UXML WV IV IQZXTIVM ÆM_ \W +) +PZQ[\QVM¼[
mom had contacted her and changed her mind and said she
_W]TLJMKWUQVOQV\W+)I\XU;PM[IQL[PM_W]TLVM^MZ
handle the situation like this, she trusted her daughter? My
UWUSVM_\PMWVTa_Ia\WÅVLUM_I[\WOM\IPWTLWN +PZQ[tine. She would be picking her mom up from the airport at
XU 5a UWU _IQ\ML IVL _IQ\ML QV I J][P I\ \PM IQZXWZ\
and then hi-jacked Christine’s car as she pulled up to get her
mom. My mom forced Christine to drive her to me. Christine
_I[^MZaPQOPI[1PILR][\[PW\PMZ]X;PMLZW^MIJW]\
minutes from the airport to an abandoned hotel where we
XIQLIPWUMTM[[UIV \W[\Ia5aUWUR]UXMLNZWU\PM
car screaming, “what room is he in?” She ran into the hotel
aIZL[KZMMKPML\WLWWZIVLSQKSML\PMLWWZQV;PMNW]VL
me standing, band around arm, and spoon in hand. A mother’s worst nightmare…
To this day I can still see the image of my mother standing
in that doorway. She was a silhouette with bright light behind
her and her voice calmly said, come on Danny were going to
get you some help. I followed my mother like a small child, as
QN 1_I[NW]ZWZÅ^MaMIZ[WTL1KW]TLV¼\ÅO]ZMW]\PW_[PM
found me…I just walked behind her…confused
She brought me to a dear friend’s house where we were
\WXIKSUa\PQVO[IVLOM\WVIVIQZXTIVMJIKS\W62<PQ[Q[
when reality hit me … no more drugs? I had been awake for
LIa[][QVO5M\#1JMKIUMX[aKPW\QK1\ZQML\WM[KIXM
over the concrete wall of the yard I was in, tried to break out
of the house, fought with my friends, injured them, broke furniture and then was tackled and held by four people unable
to move. The police had to be called. There was obviously no
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way my mother was going to be able to get me onto an airplane in this state. The police took my heart rate and warned
me that I may have a heart attack at any minute and that I
IUIK\QVOQZZI\QWVIT<PMaLMKQLML\WUM?PQKPUMIV[
all of my human rights had been taken away and I became
the product of the state of CA. I decide that I disagreed with
\PQ[IVL1[\WWL]XIVLX]VKPML\PMXWTQKMWNÅKMZ<PMa\PMV
\I[MZMLUM\PZMM\QUM[1NMTT\W\PMÆWWZIVLK]\UaMaMWXMV
ZMY]QZQVO[\Q\KPM[IVL1]ZQVI\MLWVUa[MTN1LWV¼\ZMUMUber this at all and can only recount the day because my dear
mother had to watch it. She stood screaming, crying but most
importantly she was taking pictures. I don’t know how she was
able to do that, but she wanted me to see what I had become.
1_I[\PMV\QMLLW_V\WIO]ZVMaIVLJZW]OP\\W\PM-:
<PMa LWV¼\ TQSM 1> LZ]O ][MZ[ QV \PM -: NWZ OWWL ZMI[WV
They would approach me, frightened, in haz-mat suits and I
would spit at them. They tied me to my bed and repaired my
face as I cursed at them. I was a disgrace. My mother wept as
[PM[I\[PIUML1[XMV\PW]Z[WN UaPMTTQV\PQ[-:1_I[
then transported to a Psych Hospital by ambulance still tied to
my bed, about an hour away. My mom followed.
I arrived at the Psych ward in my paper clothing, stitches,
JZ]Q[ML NIKM [_MI\QVO IVL M`\ZMUMTa QTT 1 [\IaML \PMZM NWZ
several days. My mom would visit me each day.
Day 1, I was angry & hated her for doing this to me.
Day 2, I was angry, what have I done.
Day 3, I was in a psych ward? How did I get here?
Day 4, I was sooo sad
Day 5, I crawled into my mother’s lap as if I was a small child
IVL_MX\NWZUQV]\M[
Day 6, I was seemingly resolute
Day 7, I was released to an escort and driven to another
Treatment Center… Mom followed.
I arrived at my fourth Treatment Center. This center was dif-

ferent or maybe I was different? This center was a non-twelvestep program. I dove right into every therapy available to me.
I became so aware of myself, my thought process, my errors,
and my perception of life. I worked with fantastic counselors
through hours of tears, anger, and laughter. I learned meditation. I learned breathing & coping skills. I was reminded of
spirituality. I was poked & prodded. I had been given another
KPIVKM I\TQNM#1 PILJMO]V\WZMITQbMPW_ OZI\MN]T1 _I[ \W
be alive. I was taught by these counselors to move forward in
my life. To remain positive & grateful, thus keeping negative
QVÆ]MVKMNZWUaW]ZJMQVO1_I[\I]OP\\WZM[XMK\UaXI[\\W
understand how choices affect your life, but to not live in that
story, do not live in the past. I was taught to apologize through
IK\QWV# 1 _I[ \I]OP\ \PI\ P]UQTQ\a Q[ WN  \PM ]XUW[\ QUXWZ\IVKM<PQ[XTIKM_I[LQNNMZMV\°_M[I^MLUaTQNM1[XMV\
days here. I loved each one of them. I continue to speak to my
counselor weekly. He is my life mentor.
5aNIUQTaÆM_W]\\W+)\WÅVITTaXQKSUM]XIVL\ISM
me home. I was so scared. I had to trust me.
My mom had spoken with the Treatment Center Aftercare Specialist throughout my stay. They offered resources
NWZ IN\MZKIZM J]\ ^MZa NM_ QV 62 \PI\ [PM NMT\ _MZM []Q\IJTM
for my success. So upon arriving home, we began building
an aftercare program very different from what is available to
XI\QMV\[VW_WV\PMMI[\KWI[\?M_MZM^MZa[XMKQÅKIJW]\
our needs, very diligent, and very consistent. Our program
ZMY]QZMLUIVaIT\MZVI\Q^MMTMUMV\[LQNNMZMV\PWTQ[\QKUWLITQ\QM[[XMKQÅKXZWNM[[QWVITKW]V[MTWZ[IKWUU]VQ\aWN []XXWZ\
and consistency. I was empowered by positive purpose…
1IUaMIZ[[WJMZVW_1LWV¼\KW]V\\PMLIa[141>-\PM
days, with passion and gratitude. I am humbled daily by the
chances I have been given, I am grateful for the people in my
life, I envelope the debt of pain I’ve caused my loved ones, by
personal choice, and I internally work my hardest to please &
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resolve … I am peaceful & driven & grateful.
I am now striving to complete my master’s degree in counselling and social work. I have started an organization called
+.+4W]L6+TMIZQV0W_MTT62<PQ[WZOIVQbI\QWVQ[I[Wber social group, providing drug/alcohol free activities and
M`XW[QVOXMWXTMQVZMKW^MZa\WZMITTQNM[Q\]I\QWV[[WJMZAW]VO
adults coming out of recovery feel as if they will never have
fun again. We promote “Sober is Cool.” This is a groundbreaking concept, progressive and refreshing. It is being met
_Q\PKWV\ZW^MZ[aNZWUM`Q[\QVO\ZMI\UMV\XZWOZIU[KNKTW]Lnclear.com
1 ITWVO _Q\P Ua UW\PMZ PI^M JMKWUM M`\ZMUMTa ^WKIT
& vested in promoting prevention & recovery. We are dedicated to relapse prevention as we feel treatment is failing in
this area.
I am also involved in the following:
5W\Q^I\QWVIT [XMISMZ I\ 0QOP ;KPWWT[ IVL 5QLLTM [KPWWT[
QV\PM[\I\MWN 62
;5):<:MKW^MZa.IKQTQ\I\WZ
5MUJMZ WN  5WVUW]\P +W]V\a +WITQ\QWV 8ZM^MV\QWV
First, DART Ocean County Coalition, & Howell Alliance,
Farmingdale Chamber of Commerce & Howell Chamber
of Commerce.
.W]VLMZWN <PM1V[QOP\+MV\MZNWZ0MITQVO*ZQMTTM62L]M
\WWXMV5IZKPQ

Thank you for listening to my story. I look
forward to meeting you someday.
Peace & Love,
Daniel Regan
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Local Vet

Continued from page 8
really was. She genuinely wanted to do
something for people that would make a
difference, something even more special
than opening up a full practice again.
During her four years away from her
practice, she focused on the farm she
bought in Pennsylvania, where she raises
horses, chickens and all sorts of farm animals. She subbed for other colleagues in
their practice and opened up a low cost
spay and neuter clinic in Somerset, NJ,
where she traveled two hours back and
forth from her Pennsylvania farm. Still,
she missed her Englishtown clinic. As luck
and good timing happened and the fact
that her tenant’s lease was up, she made the decision to bring the low cost clinic she started
in Somerset back to Englishtown. Her inspiration was to offer lower prices to ensure that
people wouldn’t neglect their pets. They didn’t have to fear a large bill for vaccinations and
other services. She decided to combine the Affordable Pet Care Clinic with a Wellness Center, all in one. The Water Street clinic is called Animals R Family. It’s easy to get to. Water
Street is off of Main Street in Englishtown. Coming into Englishtown, take the left at the
second light where the old Red Tavern is. The clinic is a few houses down on the right. You’ll
see the Animals R Family sign out front or the large Kitchen cabinetmaker’s sign hanging
right next door. There’s parking in the back.
Dr. Farr holds Educational Seminars where people can learn about keeping their pets
healthy. Topics such as, what are the healthiest pet snacks, dog obedience, how to prevent
diabetes and obesity, and much more are discussed. Dr. Farr’s goal is to enrich, enhance and
improve the lives of the animals and make it affordable so people aren’t afraid to take their
pets to get examined or looked at if there is a problem. She doesn’t like to see any animal
in any pain. This Doctor will do all that she can to help that animal maintain a stress free
quality of life.
The Doctor offers traditional veterinary services such as exams, vaccinations, low costs
[XIaQVOIVLVM]\MZQVOLMV\ITKPMKS]X[_MQOP\UIVIOMUMV\IVL[]ZOMZQM[)VWNÅKM^Q[Q\Q[
just ten dollars. Wellness exams range from $15 to $30 dollars, DHPP, Bordella, FVRP, and
Rabies shots each cost $15.00. You can view other rates and the Doctors services at: www.
animalsrfamily.us/services.html. The affordable pet clinic is especially great for people with
multiple pets who don’t have to fear getting a bill for hundreds of dollars every time your
pets have to go to the Vet. With twenty-nine years experience behind her, you can trust that
your pet is in good hands.
<PM,WK\WZ¼[M`IUQVI\QWV[JMOQV_Q\PI[UQTMIVLIP]OÅZ[\NWZ\PW[MIVQUIT[\PI\IZM
small enough to be picked up. (I believe it’s her special way of telling them not to be afraid).
Being a Veterinarian is her life. “It’s all about the animals,” the Doctor stated. “Their needs
KWUMÅZ[\º;PM_W]TLVM^MZ\]ZVIVIVQUITI_IaJMKI][M[WUMWVMLQLV¼\PI^M\PMUWVMa
to pay for them. On many occasions, she has taken in injured pets found along roadsides,
performed surgeries on them, and has placed them in loving homes. Dr. Farr does a lot of
work with animal rescue. She helps the rescue centers out by examining the animals that are
brought in before they are deemed adoptable. She works with a few different organizations.
One of them is called Animal Assistance.org. It is located at 645 Old Stage Road, East
Brunswick, NJ. Animal Assistance is a lifetime animal care facility. Their family oriented animal care farm has a purpose to provide a home for animals whose guardians can no longer
care for them or for animals down on their luck who still have not been adopted out. They
also help animals that were abused and offer a few different services, such as dog obedience
\ZIQVQVO1N aW]IZMQV\MZM[\MLaW]KIV[XWV[WZILWOWZIKI\\PI\Q[[\QTT_IQ\QVO\WÅVLI
home. 100 percent of the donations go to caring for the animals at the Animal Rescue. They
also offer space for vacationing boarders and a doggy day care for people who work long
hours. They are one of the few animal facilities in the area that are actually located on a
NIZUQVIKW]V\Za[M\\QVOIVL_Q\PW^MZaMIZ¼[M`XMZQMVKM7V\PMQZ_MJ[Q\MaW]_QTTÅVL
Pictures of the Pets up for Adoption, Adopted Pets and a listing of their services, as well as
<QX[NWZSMMXQVOI0MIT\PaIVL0IXXa8M\<WÅVLW]\UWZMQVNWZUI\QWVIJW]\ILWX\QVOWZ
donating visit: www.Amimalassistance.org or call 732-251-3210
>MZaWN\MVaW]_QTT[MMIVIVQUIT]XNWZILWX\QWVQV\PM,WK\WZ¼[WNÅKM+]ZZMV\Ta[PM
has Gracie, a beautiful seven-month-old kitten, part blue point Siamese, at her clinic. She
has all her shots and is in excellent health. She is being well taken care of and loved, but the
Doctor would love to give this sweet girl a permanent loving home. If you are interested in
TMIZVQVOUWZMIJW]\/ZIKQMaW]KIVMUIQT\PMWNÅKMI\"IVQUIT[ZNIUQTa(aIPWWKWUWZ
call 732-786-8877.
Continued on page 41

“It’s all about the animals,”
the Doctor stated.
¹<PMQZVMML[KWUMÅZ[\º
She would never turn an animal
away because someone didn’t have
the money to pay for them.
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Dr. Farr grew up in Matawan. She lived in Michigan while attending Michigan State
>M\MZQVIZQIV;KPWWT_PMZM[PMOZIL]I\MLQV! ;PM_WZSMLQV,M\ZWQ\NWZINM_aMIZ[
JMNWZMUW^QVOJIKS\W5WVUW]\P+W]V\a;M\\TQVOQV\W-VOTQ[P\W_VQ\_I[\PMZM\PI\[PM
ZIQ[MLPMZLI]OP\MZIVLJMOIVPMZ-VOTQ[P\W_VXZIK\QKM;PMSVM_NZWUIVMIZTaIOM\PI\
she wanted to become a veterinarian. She loved animals as a child and spent all of her free
time with them. She remembers having to sneak animals into her house, as her mother was
not very fond of them. Her father always backed her up though. He loved animals almost
as much as she did and went to bat for her when she would bring home a new addition to
the family.
With her main home now in Pennsylvania, Doctor Farr travels two and a half hours one
_Ia\WPMZ-VOTQ[P\W_V+TQVQK4]KSQTa[PMW_V[\PMPW][MVM`\LWWZ\W\PMKTQVQK_PMZM[PM
[\Ia[_PQTMQV\W_V1\PMTX[JMQVOZQOP\VM`\LWWZ[W[PMKIVSMMXIVMaMWVIVQUIT[I\VQOP\
\PI\IZMZMKW^MZQVONZWU[]ZOMZa;WUM\QUM[[PMLWM[V¼\M^MVUISMQ\VM`\LWWZKPWW[QVO\W
stay overnight with a patient in case they are distressed.
The doctor has a hands-on manager named Tom Cowell, who handles the day-to-day
operations within the clinic and sets up the appointments. Tom has a special interest and
\ITMV\_PMVQ\KWUM[\WZMX\QTM[IVLW\PMZM`W\QK[0MPI[_WZSML_Q\P,Z.IZZNWZVMIZTa
three years and lends a hand when needed during surgeries. The Doctor’s daughter, who
also grew up with a special love for the animals, helps her mom out when needed. Dr. Farr
sees a number of different animals at the clinic, which include dogs, cats, rabbits, birds,
lizards, snakes, hamsters, rats, ferrets, and guinea pigs.
The clinic also offers therapeutic and recreational swimming sessions for dogs. Dogs new
\W[_QUUQVOIZM\I]OP\PW_\W[_QUQV_IZU_I\MZ+ITT\PMWNÅKMNWZUWZMQVNWZUI\QWV
about the swimming sessions. You can even make an appointment with a canine massage
therapist while there.
<W ZMIKP \PM ,WK\WZ" IVQUIT[ZNIUQTa(aIPWWKWU WZ KITT    NWZ IV IXXWQV\UMV\7NÅKM[PW]Z[IZM5WVLIa¼[<]M[LIa¼[!?MLVM[LIa¼[!_Q\PM`\MVLMLPW]Z[QN VMMLMLAW]KIVIT[W^Q[Q\\PMQZNIKMJWWSXIOMI\)VQUIT[ZNIUQTa-VOTQ[P\W_V
The Doctor is currently searching for an associate veterinarian who shares her views on
XI\QMV\KIZM[W[PMKIVM`\MVLPMZPW]Z[1N aW]IZMQV\MZM[\MLXTMI[M[MVLaW]ZZM[]UM\W
the above email.
<PIVSaW],Z.IZZNWZ[PIZQVOaW]Z/WLOQ^MV\ITMV\[_Q\P\PMXMWXTMWN -VOTQ[P\W_V
IVL_Q\P\PM[]ZZW]VLQVOKWUU]VQ\QM[I[_MTTI\IKW[\\PI\ITTKIVINNWZLAW]LMÅVQ\MTaIZM
making a difference in the lives of animals! Good luck to you and welcome back! Q
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1VIXXZW`QUI\MTa  WN \PMKI[M[QV^WT^QVOWKK]XI\QWVITPMIZQVOTW[[_MZMZMXWZ\ed among workers in the manufacturing sector.
According to OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration), there are warning
[QOV[\PI\aW]Z_WZSXTIKMUIaJM\WWVWQ[a6WQ[MUIaJMIXZWJTMUQVaW]Z_WZSXTIKMQN"
AW]PMIZZQVOQVOWZP]UUQVOQVaW]ZMIZ[_PMVaW]TMI^M_WZS
AW]PI^M\W[PW]\\WJMPMIZLJaIKW_WZSMZIVIZU[TMVO\PI_Ia
AW]M`XMZQMVKM\MUXWZIZaPMIZQVOTW[[_PMVTMI^QVO_WZS
How can you prevent hearing loss? The most obvious way is to avoid loud noise whenevMZXW[[QJTM?PMVM`XW[MLUW^MI_IaNZWUQ\I[[WWVI[aW]KIV\WUQVQUQbM\PMM`XW[]ZM
If that is not a practical solution for you and yours, try using hearing protection, such as earmuffs or earplugs, can be purchased at drugstores, hardware stores, or sports stores. When
listening to your personal listening device like your MP3 or IPod, turn it down a few notches.
You will get used to it in time. You can also look at the noise rating on many products.
6W\ []ZM QN  aW] PI^M PMIZQVO TW[[' +WV[]T\ aW]Z LWK\WZ \W ÅVL W]\ 1V IVa KI[M Q\ Q[
VM^MZ \WW TI\M \W XZM^MV\ N]Z\PMZ TW[[ \W aW] IVL IVa TW[[ \W \PM VM`\ OMVMZI\QWV[
Shhhhhhhhhhhhhh Q
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Jack the Ferret
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Continued from page 13
his cage. Since Matt litter trained him, it is no problem to change the litter when necessary.
-^MVQV\PMLWZU2IKS_W]TLZ]VJIKS\WPQ[TQ\\MZJW`_PMVPMPIL\WOW#NWZ\PMUW[\XIZ\
anyway. Some ferrets train better than others.
/QVOMZ_I[IT_Ia[^MZaK]ZQW][\WOM\]XKTW[MIVLXMZ[WVIT_Q\P2IKS;PM_W]TLKTQUJ
up on top of his cage and put her paw in trying to reach him. Matt’s mom had to put a blanket
WV\WXWN \PMKIOM2IKSLQLV¼\[MMU\WUQVL\PW]OP.MZZM\[IZMV¼\INZIQLWN W\PMZIVQUIT[
They will go right up to something. They sometimes get scared by loud noises. Their eyesight
is not that great but their hearing and smelling are very good.
7VMVQOP\5I\\¼[UWUNWZOW\\WTWKS\PMLWWZWV\PMNMZZM\KIOMIVL2IKSUIVIOML\W
M[KIXM<PMVM`\UWZVQVO[PMTWWSMLM^MZa_PMZMNWZPQU;PMNW]VLPQUÅ^MUQV]\M[TI\MZ
behind the dryer crawled up on a sock. Ginger was sleeping not too far from him. Matt’s
UWUNMIZML\PM_WZ[\J]\_PMV[PM[\IZ\TML/QVOMZ2IKS_WSM]X\W/QVOMZLQLV¼\[MMU\WW
MVOZW[[ML_Q\P2IKSIVaUWZM5IaJMJMKI][M\PMaUQOP\PI^MKPI[MLMIKPW\PMZITTVQOP\
and tired each other out, but Matt’s mom kept an eye on them anyway. Ginger would follow
2IKSIVL\PMa[MMUML\WJMXTIaQVOPQLMIVL[MMSIZW]VL\PMKW]KP2IKS_W]TLP]VKPPQ[
back up and let out an eek eek eek sound as he darted from one side of the couch to the other.
.MZZM\[LW\PQ[_PMV\PMaIZMM`KQ\ML0MIVL/QVOMZ_MZMIK\]ITTaXTIaQVO\WOM\PMZ/QVOMZ
_W]TLVM^MZOM\\WWKTW[M1\UQOP\JMJMKI][MWN \PMU][Sa[UMTTINMZZM\PI[-^MV\PW]OP
these domesticated animals are descented, they still have a musky smell. You really need to do
aW]ZPWUM_WZSJMNWZMaW]KWV[QLMZW_VQVOINMZZM\;WUMXMWXTMKIV¼\\ISM\PM[UMTT-^MV
a nice bath wouldn’t get rid of it.
)N]VVa[\WZa5I\\\WTLUM_I[_PMV2IKS_I[TWW[MIVLKTQUJML]X\PM\IJTM^QIIKWI\
on the chair. He discovered a bowl of banana’s and attacked one of the bananas, making a
big hole in the middle. This happened two or three times and Matt’s sister got the blame for it,
M^MV\PW]OP[PM[_WZM[PMLQLV¼\LWQ\<PMUa[\MZa_I[[WT^ML_PMV2IKS_I[IK\]ITTaKI]OP\
QV\PMIK\ 5I\\VMOTMK\ML\W\MTTPQ[UWU\PI\2IKSTW^MLJIVIVI[0Q[NIUQTaNWVLTaKITT[
PQU*IVIVI2IKS_PMVZMNMZZQVO\WPQU2IKSPI[IOZMI\XMZ[WVITQ\a0MTW^M[\WJMIZW]VL
people. He’s gentle and has only hissed one time in his life. Ferrets make a hissing sound when
they are threatened. They can also bite and draw blood when scared. Ferrets play hard with
each other. They do have a thick skin. When two ferrets are playing, it might look like they
are hurting each other and sometimes they do, you might hear one yelping. In this case sepa-

rate them. One ferret might
be overpowering the other.
Ferrets might play with you
the same way, if you move
your hand back and forth
on the rug. In play, they do
not mean to hurt you but
they can.
Ferrets come in different
sizes and different colors.
Most of them are brown,
gray and black. The color
is darker on the paws and
tail. They need to have their
nails constantly trimmed
and should get at least two
PW]Z[ WN  M`MZKQ[M I LIa QN 
XW[[QJTMQVWZLMZ\WSMMXÅ\
and healthy. Some ferrets sleep so soundly that you might think they have died. Sometimes it
\ISM[[WUM\QUM\W_ISM\PMU]X.MZZM\[TW^M\W\ISM\PQVO[IVLPQLM\PMU2IKS\ISM[\PM<>
changer and drags it into his favorite spot behind the dryer. He especially likes the soft rubber
buttons on the changer. A few times he has bitten all of the rubber buttons off. The woman at
the cable store knows Matt’s dad well. She laughs when she sees him walk through the door.
He’s already had to replace two changers. Ferrets will drag their toys, treats, food, anything
they fancy, into their special hiding places.
2IKSTW^M[\W\ISMI_IZUJI\P0M[\IZ\MLW]\QVI[UITT[QVS_Q\PR][\IVQVKPWN _I\MZ
but when he became accustomed to the water, Matt’s mom let him swim in the bathtub. Some
NMZZM\[PI\M\PM_I\MZIVLPI^MILMMXNMIZWN JMQVOX]\QV\WI[QVSN]TTWN _I\MZ6M^MZTMI^M
a ferret alone in water they can’t stand in. They tire easy and will drown. There are special
shampoos for ferrets and most treats and bags of food can be found in a local pet store. Matt’s
mom orders online from Fosters and Smith, a pet supply store. They have a wide variety of
food, vitamins, and treats and anything that has to do with ferret care. Vitamins are essential
for a ferret. They can also keep their coats healthy and shiny. You can get vitamin drops to
X]\QV\PMNMZZM\[_I\MZWZQ\KWUM[TQSMIOMTQVI\]JM2IKSTW^M[PQ[^Q\IUQV[IVL\ISM[Q\I[
[WWVI[Q\¼[[Y]MMbMLW]\WN \PM\]JM1\UQOP\JMIOWWL\PQVO\WX]ZKPI[MIJWWSWVNMZZM\
care, as there is a lot to learn. When a ferret is awake and allowed out of his cage, they can
OM\QV\WUIVaLQNNMZMV\XZMLQKIUMV\[<PMaKIVOM\QV\WaW]ZXW\[IVLXIV[WZÅVLPWTM[\W
KZI_T\PZW]OP)NM_\QUM[5I\\¼[UWUNW]VL2IKSQV\PMWXMV_I[PQVOUIKPQVMR][\[\IZQVO
up innocently at her. Another time he climbed into the dirty clothes barrel, and almost got
thrown into the washing machine along with the dirt clothes. Matt’s mom always looks twice
before putting the washing machine on.
Please don’t feed your ferret sweets, chocolate, candy, cakes, dog rawhide, salty human
junk food snacks (some ferrets have died of salt poisoning), nuts or seasoned table scraps.
Although ferrets like dairy treats, milk products will give them digestive problems -- unless
it is lactose free milk. Do not give a ferret any alcohol and or caffeine. Your ferret will be a
handful as it is, without being either drunk or hyperactive. Alcohol or caffeine can do very
severe damage to a ferret’s cardiovascular system and lead to a premature death. Do not feed
them raisins or grapes. Feed only non-acidic fruits, such as banana, papaya, melon, and apple
(without the skin). Feed only in the strictest moderation - no more than a small piece once or
twice a month. Too much sugar in a ferret’s diet has been tentatively linked to the onset of
insulinoma, a tumor of the pancreas. Unfortunately, older ferrets are prone to tumors and
cancer. Don’t substitute ferret food with cat or dog food. Ferret food is made especially for
ferrets’ nutritional needs. Treats should be given every now and then. Make sure if you take
your ferret outside in its cage, that they are protected from the direct sunlight. It’s best to keep
a towel on top of the cage or keep the cage in the shade and limit his time outside in the sun.
Don’t let your ferret run loose outside, especially if you live in an area where there are hawks.
Ferrets like to stay warm and even in the shade in the summer, they can get cold. Ferrets can
be enjoyable fun loving pets but they are a lot of work. Do your research before you purchase
one. There are too many ferrets, parrots, rabbits, and other small animals that are abandoned
and put into shelters because people bought them on whims. Do not ever let a ferret loose in
the wilds because you do not want them anymore. Ferrets are domesticated animals and they
do not know how to hunt for their own food. They will die.
2IKSPI[OZW_VQV\PMTI[\\PZMMaMIZ[J]\JaNMZZM\[\IVLIZL[PMQ[[\QTTI[UITTNMZZM\0Q[
favorite food is still bananas and peanut butter ferret treats. When Matt comes home from
[KPWWTaW]KIVÅVL2IKS[TMMXQVO]VLMZPQ[KW^MZ[IVL/QVOMZTaQVOWV\WXWN PQUIT_Ia[
_Q\PI_I\KPN]TMaMW]\NWZ2IKS[WUM_PMZMJMTW_?PMV5I\\¼[I\[KPWWTIVLPMQ[NMMTQVO
lonely, he just needs to look up at the poster on his wall that his sister had made for him for
PQ[JQZ\PLIaWN 2IKSIVL/QVOMZ1\IT_Ia[UISM[PQU[UQTM,]ZQVOPQ[[MKWVLaMIZWN [KPWWT
Matt changed his major. He wants to work with animals. He’s working toward becoming a
8IZS:IVOMZ)[NWZ2IKSPMOM\[ITT\PMI\\MV\QWVPMVMML[ZQOP\VW_NZWU5I\\¼[UWUIVL
sister and of course from his playmate Ginger! Q
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